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Critical !itin Skills

for lntensi e English Pr gram

Chapter One

Background

As compared to the other skill areas of language development, writing research and

pedagogy is relatively new. Evidence of this, according to Kroll (1990), is apparent from

the TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers ofOther Languages) conventions of the late

1970s, which had few writing presentations on the program. Later, however, beginning in

the mid-1980s and continuing to the present, many workshops addressing composition

instruction have been found at TESOL conventions. One of the reasons for this, Russell

(1991) explains, is that for many years, writing was only seen as an extension of speaking

and, it was assumed, that ifa student learned to speak, then he would also be able to write.

Subsequently, however, writing emerged from being an addendum to the spoken word and

became seen as a needed academic skill. Educators developed classes whose purpose was

to teach error-free writing which was coherent and could be used for any purpose

regardless of the social or disciplinary situation it addressed. This meant that the goal of

composition classes was to teach students the abilities needed to create a well-developed

written product.

This goal, a well-developed written product, in itself, has created many of the basic

problems for writing teachers. Silva (1990) explains that there is no agreement on which

writing skills are critical to this creation of good composition. Rather than being based on

sound theories of good writing, different composition methodologies have evolved as a
I



reaction to previous approaches each ofwhich s med 0 lac _inb :en qualitie to Dod

written text, or which emerged as an effort to reflect current philo ophie Be ause of

their manner ofdevelopment, teaching methods and approaches gi e no defini; '0 of hat

constitutes a good product nor agree on skins needed to produce on .

Before discussing the skills e~poused b different writing methods and their

benefits or lack thereof, it is necessary to establish a specifLc backgroliJnd and. conte .for

teaching. The focus of this stud is on the development of a list 'of skills whioh could be

used in a writing curriculum for a short-term Intensive English Program (lEP). Therefore,

in order to establish the foundation for this study, I will first provide a working definition

of writing skills. Next, I will describe the peculiar situation of short·term intensive English

programs in order to show that not aU skills are feasible for instruction in. this context.

Definition afWriting Skills

lnitially, the curriculum writer must have a conception ofa writing skill. One of the

problems I have encountered was teachers' and -researchers' differing interpretations or

definitions of this tenn. [n seeking to clarify these discrepancies, I arrived at a particular

working definition of a writing skill on my 0\\111, which is explained further in this section.

This is the definition working in this paper. The source for this more detailed concept of

skill is the literature on ESL reading or language learning strategies.

Defined by Green and Oxford (1995), learning strategies or skills are "specific

actions or techniques that students use, often intentionally, to improve their progress in

de'leloping L2 " (p 262). Green & Oxford (1995) and Clarke and Silberstein (1987) Ctgree

that strategies encompass a wide range of behaviors that can help the development of
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language competence includin vocabul s ' and d' course. Mac

beheves these strategies are part of what a student needs to kno

poor information gatherer or information producer. Furthermor , Green 5)

added that when students use language learning strategies or sk:i.lli3, th can b mol'

responsible for their own language: development.

The skills referred to in these tadie aT directed at reading and g nerallangua

learning skills, but good writing also reveals strategies or skills which learners can be

taught. Such writing skills can be defined as procedures taught individually to stud nts in

order that they might improve their development as writers on their own in order to become

independent learners ofcomposition. Furthermore, these writing skills are procedures of

text-production or text-manipulation performed by the writer which facilitate a reader's

comprehension of the written text.

Not only can reading and language learning research give us a definition for a

strategy or skill, but a justification for teaching writing strategie also comes from this

research. Just as reading teachers should make students aware of the many type of reading

or language processing strategies available to them (Gieen & Oxford, 1995), writing

teachers snould provide groundwork for writing so that learners can form or organize their

ideas more systematically (Tickoo, 1981). When students recognize what constitutes good

writing and have learned the steps necessary to produce it, then students can proceed in the

task of production of good text. TeacheTS should provide that type ofknowledge by

training students in the ability to recognize the attributes of effective writing as well as the

various strategies for composing (Kroll, 1990). As Green & Oxford (1995) have shown,
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effective use' of strategie can be taugh: and we can extrapolat from'this that 'tin

abilities help the writer put his idea into wor-ds on pa r in th r i manner h. wants.

A strategy-teaching approach for composition classes would pro ide basi skills

which could enable non-native speakers ofBnglish to better manipulat te (Shih, 1992).

Just as reading strategies do not automatically build text into chunks comprehensibl to the

ESL leamer, but assist him in doing this for himself, writing strategie can h Ip tudents to

build more comprehensible text. Ifwe accept this wa of looking at writing instruction,

then we can agree that giving students the components or skills ne ded 10 become good

writers on their own, through practice (just as good readers improve through practice) is a

reasonable and profitable focus for an IEP writing class. In fact, this is not a new idea.

Zamel (1982, 1983, and 1987) found thatESL college students use various writing

strategies and she suggested at least some skills-teaching when she said that poor writers

can benefit from being taught how to make use ofwriting strategies.

The above conception ofa writing skill is the working definition u eel for this

research. This manipulation of text, whether of reading the text or writin the text, as 11

as processes which take place in the writer's mind in order to lead to the manipulati b of

text are considered here as writing skills. The next step to understanding this project is an

explanation of the context into which the teaching of skills must fit.

Operational Constraints ofIEPs

Through talking with professionals from universities, from public schools or..
semester IEPs, I discovered that a short-term IEP has unique constraints under which it

must teach students. My interest in finding essential skills to use in curriculum design
4



stems fr()m the problems .ch short-term. intensi English program hav ith teachin

writing that other types of program do no eem 0 e rienc. Tb term It· ensl

English programsIt is familiar to many in the field of TeachingEn lish a econd

Language (TESL). Familiarity, however, does not equate to

ltintensive" means in terms of curriculum and instructionallimitatio ata !ihort-term

school. In order to truly comprehend this specialized situation, on must examin the

elements which go into deflIlin.gan institution as shorHenn intensive.

To provide some perspective, consider a schedule for a university composition class

for ESL students. One course meets for three, fifty-minute classes a week for fifteen

weeks, which makes about 48 periods available for instruction. Universities also have

intensive centers whose programs run the same sixteen weeks as content classes; although

these classes may meet everyday instead ofthree times per week. In these intensive

centers, there are approximately 75 contact periods for composition clas es. In

comparison, a short-term intensive cLass may last four weeks with five fifty-minute clas es

per week or last six weeks with four classes per week. One of these would be the writing

olass. A four-week IEP writing class would only meet 16 times. If the stud nt continues

for more than one four-week period, there is a very great likelihood that he will not have

the same teacher during the next period. In fact, he may never have the same teacher twice

during a prolonged stay at this type of school, so that the continuation ofa student can not

be equated with a long-term program. In comparison with a university class, it is easy to

see the first difficulty with IEP instruction: the actual time in class for these short-term

schools is much less than a semester class or a university intensive program and student are

exposured to many teachers writing philosophies.



In order to see the next difficul of IEPs ho this intensivenes o· time affects

writing instruction, it is helpful to look a: a specifi instittrtion Langua nte

whose practices are common to man other short-term IEP schools. Even thou h no all

IEPs are organized exact} like ELS Language Centers, there arenough similariti s, so

that if we look at ho this institution addresses the teaching of writing, a clear picture

emerges of the problems such schools experienc .

I have chosen ELS Language Centers as the model for short-tenn ffiPs as it is

representative of other intensive institutions. This is true because this particular

program was the first intensive school to spread to many parts of the world teaching

ESL. It was the training ground for many ESL teachers Who later established their

own schools (Blevins, 1. 1999. Personal communication. ELS Language Centers,

Oklahoma City, OK). Because these teachers knew the ELS Language Centers'

program bad been successful, many new schools used their system as a foundation.

This is evident today if one looks at the many different systems of chool .

The two most similar qualities evident in short-te~ intensiv schools worldwide

is the organization carried over from ELS Language Centers. There, all classes are set up

according to ascending levels of proficiency with each level a separate short-term program.

ELS Language Centers has nine levels; beginning with level 101 students and ending with

109 students. Each level lasts four weeks with six units of instruction per day or thirty per

week. At other schools, the number of levels or the time-allotments of the program may

vary, but the general system is the same. Some of these institutions teach classes for four

weeks while other programs may teach for six or eight weeks. Many of these have the

same nine level program as ELS, but many have as few as four or six levels, while others
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have as many as lWeI e. Often other intensiv programs ar no hours per week at

ELS, but only twenty or twen: -five. However, becallSe mo In nSl ch 1 m dIed

themselves after ELS Language Center the following discussion of IEP operation and its

effects on writing instruction is b ed on the curriculum of that institution being

representative of others. t'

Intensive programs ofthis type have both academically and non-acad mically

bound students, but this research will only refer to writing curritula fOf academic students.

Therefore, the curricula of the IEPs referred to in this research wiU be of the type aimed at

students who are studying English in order to attend an American university.

For academically bound students at these ce.nters, five classes of the thirty units of

instruction per week are spent in writing classes. The curriculum for the writing classes is

broken up into elementary instruction for levels 10] through 103, intermediate in levels

104 through 106, and advanced for levels 107 through 109. In the 101 classes, students

learn the basics of sentence formation, capitalization, and punctuation. In each of the ]02

and 103 levels, teachers cover construction of two or three types of paragraphs; such as

descriptive, narrative, or compare and contrast. By the end of the elementary levels,

students will have been taught basic sentence structure and various methods of paragraph

development. The intermediate classes focus on essay structure, again, covering two or

three different types of development in each level. In the advanced 107 class, essay

instruction concludes and an introduction to research writing begins. In the last two

advanced classes, students complete their study ofhow to conduct research and produce a

doc1JI1lented paper.
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The class itinerary abov rna seem, at fust glanc •t appro riate and attainable.

However, when one 100 s more closel a: th logi tic ofeacb clas tb problematic

"intensiveness" of the situation becomes more recognizable.

In the level 101 through 104 classes, the students ali r quired to write thre to five

paragraphs during each level. The main difference bet een levels is the varyin pes of

forms. For example, in the first week of instruction of 102, students might b taugh bo

to write descriptive paragraphs, and do a first and final draft oHhat type of writing. This

would be done in approximately four hours of instructional time, which seems both

possible and plausible. The next week would cover a narrative anti weeks three and four,

other types of paragraphs. In 103, teachers might spend one week reviewing paragraph

types taught in 102 and then teach topic sentences at the beginning, middle, and end of

paragraphs. In week two, students might learn how to write specific details in different

types of paragraphs and later learn how to write concluding sentences. In these elementary

levels, students are taught many rhetorical forms and the work, at this point, for both

students and teachers is fairly manageable, but hardly thorough.

Problems with 11 intensivenessII begin to surface when the same time frame is

applied to the objectives set for the 104 through 107 classes. Level 104 students learn how

to write introductions, thesis statements, concluding paragraphs, outlines and begin writing

three paragraph compositions: usually descriptive and narrative. In each of the next three

levels, students must produce three essays ofdiffering types. The objectives specify the

ability to write different types of essays, such as "can write a persuasive essay" or "can

write a descriptive essay. " For example, the level 105 students might be taught bow to

write compare and contrast essays, descriptive essays, and be introduced to paraphrasing

8



and summarizing. The Ie el 106 class teaches aIguInen ti e narrati 3.l1!

advantage/disadvanta~. es ysand continue with pm ti in paraphra in

summarizing. In 107, classes follo a similar pattern. co ering classificatio

persuasive essays, library research foundations, and continuing with wnmari and

paraphrasing practice. For each essay at each level, student write an outlin ,rough draft

do conferencing, and write a final draft. If this sounds remar '-ably fast 0 mostach rS,it

will become even more astounding when one looks at the actual time of instruction

available within each level.

In an institution whioh is on a four-week schedule, an instructional pattern emerges

for each session. On the first day of the session, students must .be tested and placed in an

appropriate level. This lessens the instructional time for writing classes by one day. At the

end of the session. three units of instruction are lost to final exams. During the last wee

writing final exams are required tu be given on Tuesdays. Then, Wednesday is the last day

of composition classes. Finals in other classes are given on Wednesday or Thursday. The

last day of the session is used for handing out grades and graduating studen who have

completed the program. Thus, in a four-week session, a total of sixteen fifty-minute

periods of instruction is available to teachers in order to complete the assignments outlined

above. Such a short amount ofclass time allowed for instruction and in-class production of

compositions increases the need for IEPs to only include essential skills in their curriculum.

Another element which affects intensive ,center composition classes by limiting

instructional time is plagiarism. In a composition class, it has been the experience ofmany

teac ers that when students receive instruction during class and do all of their actual

writing at home, they often plagiarize. Sometimes, students copy verbatim from
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encyclopedias or magazines. Often, other students at higher lev Is or others alread at th

university write the essay for the IEP students. Over the twelve ears ofm involvement

with a four-week IEP, I have seen this problem manifest itself every time a teacher allows

students to write at home. Despite the fact that a low peroentage of students cheat, it i

such a consistent phenomenon that outside-of-class compositions are generaH not allowed

for graded products. Experienced teachers have learned that graded compositions must be

produced during class time. This, of course, further limits the time left for instruction.

A normal teaching routine in a composition class, then loosel follow the pattern

betow. On day one the teacher teaches skills and concepts needed to prepare the students

for writing the essay. Then, students must finish a rough draft in one to two days during

class to ensure no cheating. The teacher must take the essays home and mark them that

night. The next day the teacher and student meet for a conference about the improvements

needed in the essay. After that, the student bas one day :in class to make revisions. The

following day the student must finish his editing and tum in the final copy. This allows the

student six days for instruction, writing, revising, and finalizing an essay. The teacher,

then, has one night to score the essays and return them before students begin another essay,

so that the rough draft of the next essay can improve upon the weaknes es exhibited in the

first essay.

The preceding is a general overview of the contents, structure, and procedure of

each writing class at ELS Language Centers. Th point which results from all of the above

conditions is that, in short-term Intensive English Programs, a very limited amount of time

is available for instruction by teachers, production ofessays by students, or gradiQg of

essays. This very limited time allotment is the element which inhibits these IEPs from
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implementing curricula which mirror most other types of programs. Of cours , all

programs want to include essential skills but IEPs must streamline th ir cours s much

more than schools with longer instructional periods. As a result one outstandin need

becomes apparent: to determine which skills should b included.

This section oftext therefore, has formed the foundation around which all skills or

decisions for curricula are discussed in the rest of this paper: the specific context of a short

term IEP. Consequently, the Intensive English Programs (IEPs) referred to in this research

are the private institutions which teach classes encompassed by short time increments

rather than those with more teaching hours. 10 the next section, we will specify the

particular needs of short-term IEP writing curricula which this study seeks to address.

Need/or Essential Skills Objectives

A different consideration which affects instruction at an intensive choot is the

grading of the objectives which have been set for each writing class. In composition

classes, essays demonstrating these objectives are usually graded using one or a variation

of two grading styles: analytic or holistic rubrics. However, as will b seen in the next

section, these two types of grading include problems for IEPs, both in the logistics of their

use, and with the description of writing skills on each and their comparability with

objectives lists. Since these two types of scales are the most common way of grading

classroom essays at ELS Language Centers, it is important to show how the time involved

in using these types of grading affects IEP composition teaching. Furthermore, it is even

more important to understand how the objectives outlined at the beginning of the class and

11



Asse sments Requir Objectives

The issue of assessment is the most outstanding reason that IEPs need es entia!

skills for objectives. There should be a direct link. between teaching and assessment.

Wolcott and Legg (1998) agreed because when assessment is specifically connected to

what is taught, students know what to study and learn. White (1994) added that there is

much anecdotal evidence which suggests that conscious or subconscious adjustments are

often made by1eachers to what is taught in order to reflect what will be tested. In

composition class objectives, as White (1994) said, curriculum writers must not only take

into account the complexity of writing and concentrate instruction on the skills and

processes which make up this complexity, but also take into account how the grading

affects instruction.

Each of the three general types of assessment scales: holistic, analytic, and

variations ofthese, has its own benefits and weaknesses fOT IEP's. The first of the e three

types, holistic scoring, is most often used with standardized tests or placement exams, but

is, likewise, used by classroom teachers. According to Wolcott and Legg (1998), the

theory behind grading holistically is that an essay is not just many parts put together to

make a whole, and so, is not judged feature by feature, but rather by the "overall

impression...that is created by the elements working together within the piece" (p. 71). It

does ot evaluate each element which goes into an essay as to how well OT poorly it was

produced, but it emphasizes the positive aspects while being balanced by the negative ones.

12



As the reader grades an essa: holisticall he relie on· . e rience trainin an

exposure to previous LEP (limited English proficient writin help-~ud it sibilitie

and failures. Because the paper is judged b its comparison to other papers th ar often

given grades in a rank-ordered manner where the best essa: of fu oup i giv n tb

highest grade and the worst receives the lowest. It

The scoring rubrics for this kind of grading are not alit ofs 'ils which m

demonstrated and then evaluated, rather they are guides which describe performances

which have been found to be true of most LEP students at the variaus levels contained

within the rubric. For example, a "seriously deficient" paper is characterized by one rubric

as being "extremely short with virtually no development at all... [it] may be...off-topic" (p.

74). Sometimes, holistic scoring is not conducted with a scoring rubric at all, but has

papers at the different levels which are representative of each, and against which other

papers should be compared and judged. In fact, many theorists believe that a composition

is not the sum of its parts and therefore it must be graded boli tically to determine th

overall qualities.

Holistic scoring has benefits for IEP teachers. First, it is much faster than oth r

types of grading. This is a top priority at an IEP. Furthennore, holistic grading

acknowledges the teadier's expertise as a professional in that it assumes the teacher has

enough experience to make a fair judgment on each essay. It gives each teacher control

over his classroom by allowing him to emphasize those elements in a composition which

he feels are most important. It gives the teacher more freedom with instructional Objectives

as well as on grading criteria. Clearly, holistic grading gives the teacher more overall input

about how composition is taught and scored in his particular classroom.

13



The freedom which holistic gradin gi e teachet's is th foundation tb problems

that it can create for an IEP curriculum writer and administrator . On of th go of

developing a set of objectives for any class is to create a format for aeacber, sotha: no

matter who teaches the course, the students wi[cover the sam material. Thi standardizes

the product an IEP sells by helping with quality control. With hoListiJ rubric, much

deviation is possible, so that classes which should be similar can become astl different

depending on the instructors. For example, a holistic objective might be "can use

persuasive arguments. II This is. a very broad idea, wide open to interpretation by teachers.

It can contain many different individual components which are not direct! listed, so that

each teacher must come up with their own list of what a student must do in order to use

persuasive arguments.

Another criticism of holistic scoring is that there is little instructional value for

either teachers or students. Because it is the rater's overall impression of the qualities, and

not an evaluation of any strengths or weaknesses demonstrated in an essay (Elbow, 19 6),

there is no infonnation to tell what performance areas need work or which are good or

average (White, Lutz, & Kamusikiri, 1996; Zak & Weaver, 1998). This makes it difficult

for students to understand why they were given a particuLar grade. Furthennore, it can

cause a teacher problems in explaining how a student could improve. In an IEP, this can

make the student disgruntled, defeating the business aim of keeping customers happy.

The other pertinent problem with holistic scoring is that it is extremely dependent

on the grader's training, experience, and even his frame of mind at the time ofgrading.

Initially, new teachers have no frame of reference against which to judge papers'

proficiency. They have yet to gain the experience that allows veteran teachers to 'Use a

14



holistic tool. Too, aU teachers alue di erent element 'n composition and' a m

weight to each element. As a result, he same paper couId gIven tJ different cores

b different teachers teaching the same class with th same objectives. To overcom such

an inconsistency, Wolcott and Legg (1998 explained that continuous training and

retraining is necessary to keep teachers closely in tune to what is acceptable for each course

at a given institlltion. Furthermore, it is necessary that ther is' continui pr vided by th

administrators of the teacher training to ensure that the standards do not devia' from one

training session to the next. The problem with this is that the continuous training and

retraining of teachers necessary to keep graders in sync with each other (inter..rater

reliability) is costly in both time and money to any ffiP administration.

In addition, experts agree that holistic grading reflects the subjective bias of the

particular instructor judging the composition, and not «any empirical objective criteria"

(Perkins, 1980, p. 61). To get teachers to be consistent with each other in their scoring,

training is required to create a comm unity ofagreement as to what constitutes each scor

(White, 1994). Because there is no agreement on what skilled writing is or by what criteria

it should be judged (Raimes, 1985), such training can devolve into discussions even

arguments about what should be valued in writing (White,1994). ,(

Holistic scoring is not only a problem between teachers, but is also a problem

within an individual's own scoring habits. In my own experience of grading placement tests

holisticalJy, my testing coordinator has shown me where Jhave graded a certain essay

lower on one occasion than in a later retraining session. In guessing how to account for

such a discrepancy, I can only guess that my particular frame of mind or current teaching

assignment must have affected the way in which I graded the essay. Other teachers concur

15



that their mood or current eachin-g situario whether of \vritin or other class apparentl

colors their essay grading at an given tim . Th retraining which h lp control such

differences between teachers I grading canno prevent variations withi fu gr'adin of a

single teacher. Thus, IEP administrators have the problem of intra-rater reliabili ell

as inter-rater relability. pC

An instru.ctional problem with holistic grading is this subjectivity of the procedure.

The concepts scored in holistic grading are abstract concepts which are challenging for

teachers to demonstrate and, thus, even more so for students to understand. This is

explained more clearly by White (1994) when he said that it is possible to score papers

holistically' however, it is impossible to teach holistically. Skills must be taught one at a

time. Good instructional rubrics should help provide infonnation (White, 1994) to direct

both students and teachers as to what steps to proceed to in further instruction. This type of

information ideally should include the skills they have learned, have learned to some

degree, or not learned.

To sum up these problems" because holistic scoring does not list a specific t

of skills, but rather general behaviors or goals of the entire essay, there are often great

differences between what teachers grade even when they are teaching corresponding

classes. This sets different objectives for the same assignment and violates the lEP

business requirement of standardization. It creates inconsistency within instroction as

teachers stress and grade the points of writing they feel are most important. This one

aspect of holistic grading, inconsistency, can cause the most headaches for

administrators who must answer to students when an obvious difference emerges

between classes proclaimed as identical (Eskew, P. 1999. Personal communication.
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ELS Language Centers. Oklahoma Ci • 0 . Thus olistic gradin goe a ainst

the IEP's business to standardize its class instruction.

If aU ofthis is true. then. wh is !hi type of gradin mos popular .th IE

teachers? There is one unarguable benefit to holistic scoring. which is that it is faster than

any other method for scoring essays. This is especiall important for IEP· since teachers

have a minimal amount of tum-over time from the da: of essa production 0 that of

handing back graded papers. As we can see. however the benefits of using holistic grading

in an IEP are greatly outweighed by its drawbacks. Its strongest attribute for an IEP i that

tbis type of grading can be performed very quickly. Holistic scoring, while being of benefit

for an IEP teacher in grading quickly, has many drawbacks for the curriculum developer

and administrators. Most importantly. this type of scoring augments the argument for

specific objectives and scoring ofthose objectives in order to promote quality control of the

IEP product. "

Where holistic scoring shows the need for specific objectives, analytic conng

supplies skills, but still has weaknesses which also reveal a need for specific, essential

skills. Primarily, it is valued for its inclusion of a variety of sub-skills which are each given

a value. Traditionally. these skills would be surface features such as capitalization,

punctuation or grammar. Recently, however, sub-skills include more global abilities like

coherence. or imagination (White, 1994). Each skill is given a particular value and these

values are added up to arrive at a grade for th~ paper. The skills often emphasize linguistic

abilities which are to be used as a basis upon which to build communicative competence

(Celc '·Murcia, Domyei. & ThurreU, 1997) and they can be very broad or specific.

However. unlike behaviors described by holistic rubrics, analytic lists usually are
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composed of items which are much less global. Another cbaracteri ti ofthis of

scoring is that it can separate the types of skill ( oleo & Legg 1

such as form. or mechanics, macro-skills such as conten and comprehensibili , and other

skills such as the ability to write thesis statement. The purpose ofthe e division i to

make it clearer to the student what the quality of his work is. Wolcott and Legg (1 98)

stated that analytic grading assumes that the whole quality of the composition i a sum of

its parts since it examines how effectively a student has handled each of th features listed

on the rubric. It allows the teacher to point out strengths and weakn s es on each ofth

salient features of the composition in order to show students how they can produce more

effective writing. This ability to pinpoint strengths and weakness is the most important

benefit ofanalytic scoring and meets instructional needs of curriculum writers.

This type of scoring method can be an effective teaching tool if class objectives are

closely tied to the rubric. It allows teachers to test the different skills considered necessary

for proficient writing. Both the student and the teacher know what areas have been

mastered and which areas still need work or have not been learned at all. This type of

scoring helps new teachers to be more confident of the grade they assign students and helps

experienced teachers feel more objective about grades they give.

Analytic grading scales include many types of skills which can be individually

taught. It includes elements teachers feel must contribute to proficient writing. With

sufficient training for reliability, analytic grading enables both new and experienced

teachers to be as consistent as possible on the reasons for their grades. It has the added

benefit of helping the student to understand why he received a particular grade and in what

writing areas he must improve to improve his grade.
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However, analytical scoring has a major dra back for Intensiv En I h Program .

It is time consuming because it requir a specific numb r of porn for

the scale and, then, that those points be added up (White, 19 4). Furthermor , wh n

marking grades on the rubric, there is often not a pass/fail mar for each kill but "ra in

levels--which often include such descriptive degrees as ~o some e rient' versus '0 en.,' or

'weak' versus 'poor'" (Wolcott & Legg, 1998, p. 117). Thes words are obvieusl opinions

and not clear evidence ofwhat the problem or strength actuall is. In additio in one

scoring project done on portfolios, an average assessment using an analytic scale took

twenty to thirty minutes while scoring the same portfolios holisticaUy took abou five

minutes each (Wolcott & Legg, 1998).

Another problem is that there is no agreement in the profession about which skills

or sub-skills should be included on such a score sheet (White, 1994). Some analytical

scoring guides only include micro-skills while others include a gamut of skills from mioro

to macro- and those in-between. Judgments as to what skills are included on th rubric

allow teachers to emphasize their own particular pet skills rather than the sam skills other

teachers of corresponding classes are grading. Added to this, the multitude of skills· on an

analytic guide requires so many decisions for the teacher, that confusion easily occurs in

the mind of the teacher while grading. Furthennore, as the students move from paragraphs

to essays, the scoring guide becomes longer and longer, taking more and more time for the

teacher to grade as students become more proficient. This tendency of an analytic scale to

be longer and longer creates grading problems for IEP teachers who have little time to

grade. t Sometimes, instead of including every skill used: in composing., the descriptions of

the skills become more and more general which adds to the ambiguity of what is actually
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being performed, leadino to problems similar to holistic problems. ,jnaU th 'Stu n ma

have so many .evalua ed elements to compr b: od that h rna fe 10 erwhelmed and may

just give up trying to figure out ho to improve anything a all (Wolcott Le 1

IEP students who feel that they have no control over their grade are not happ customer.

Using the strengths ofthese (holistic and analytic) twoopposit types of ading

leads to two other type of essa assessment which should be con idered. On attemp to

refIne these emerged as a reaction to problems in holistic grading. As described by

Wolcott and Legg (1998), primary trait scoring is a scoring.instrument which i designed

for a specific task rather than a generic one to be used on any type of written assignment.

This task-based idea is much like that of analytic gradings application to the specific

assignment. Unlike analytic scoring, the task is the important element as it "identifies the

primary trait and provides a rationale as to what the task intends to accomplish in tenus ofa

specific audience and purpose" (p. 90). The primary trait is not a rhetorical mode, but is a

feature inherent to the task given; such as summarizing, analyzing, or supporting an

argument. The skills graded would only be those required to fulfill the assigned task.

The benefits for IEPs of this type of scoring are several. The theory recognizes the

fact that different types of writing tasks require various types of skills or traits. For

example, a narrative writing would use much different writing strategies than would a

persuasive essay. Wolcott and Legg (1998) adds that it also takes into consideration the

particular audience or purpose of the task Because of this, a distinctive scoring guide for

the task would only include writing performances which would likely appear in that

particular type ofcomposition. The criterion-based scoring of this type allows for greater

reliabibty both among teachers and within a single teacher's scoring repertoire.
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Furthermo~e this criterion eliminates the need t rank-order ili essa sm th 0 erall

impression i not as important a performance on th lis ed trai

In addition, this type of scoring has som re.commendations for good objec . e and

grading First, it can be used quickly, much as abolistic seal can. i inclu ion on!

of skills required for the task meets the instructional goal of providing students with

knowledge of what skills they must perfonn. It also clearly defines what skills will b

measured, so that these can be listed on the objectives for the class. This form of grading

suggests the use of various writing tasks and their corresponding skills as th basis of

objectives which could be matched to their appropriate level of proficiency. Primary ttait

scoring offers more support for the benefits of a skills-based curriculum and suggests

particular skills for evaluation.

The weakness of this type of scoring mainly is that it is for skills used only in one

particular taSk. Unless tasks are quite similar, many of the skills used in one task would not

appear in another task. In fact, the skills which wouJd be used in most types of essays are

not the focus of this type of grading, but specialized skills determined by the task. Each

task does not build upon the skills of previous tasks which allows them to be forgotten or

diluted. For example, the connectors necessary for writing a compare/contrast paper are

used much more seldom in other types of development, so that the skill of connectors is

quite different in differing rhetorical schemes. Furthennore, unless succeeding tasks are

quite similar or identical, there is no opportunity for practice to improve skills learned.

Overall, this scoring theory is too focused or limited to be useful for an Intensive English

Program~
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A variation on the idea behind primary-trait gradin a sug e te b amp-L ons

(1992) which incorporates the strengths of all the three gradin approach p 'ousl

mentioned. It is called multiple-trait assessment. She too the berlefit of prim -trai

and holistic scoring (time efficiency) and combined them with the instructional tt ngth f

the analytic rubric (iDclusion of many skills). The traits often considered trivial in analytic

guides such as "spelling, [or) handwriting" (Zak & Weaver, 1998, p. 233 ar not pr ent in

this new type of scoring. Here, there are traits of global skills, such as clear main idea or

excellent language control, listed aD the rubric, and micro-skills are r placed b mor

generalized terms, such as structures or choice ofvocabulary, which match the type of task.

These would be abilities individualized for a particular type of essay.

This is not a content-specific task rubric as in primary-trait scoring. Each trait or

skill is given a value just as in an analytic scale and tells at what level each ofthe features

is being performed (Zak & Weaver, 1998). The advantage of this was expressed by Elbow

(1996) in that it provides feedback which students can use to improve and shows teachers a

clear perspective ofwhat needs to be taught. This list of writing skills to be measured in

multiple-trait scoring is the great strength ofanalytic grading without its inclination to

include all writing skms on every assignrrtent. A multiple-trait scale can be altered to fit

individual assignments to cover only skills which have been taught in a parti.cular class

rather than all skills which are needed for advanced academic writing. Furthermore, it

allows skills to reappear in successive assignments to allow for practice in a way that

primary trait scoring does not.

'An IEP would find it easy to use this kind of scoring method in a sequenced

curriculum, where beginning and intermediate students have not been taught all of the
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possible elements of good composition. Instead of eaoh teacher adin their preconceived

idea of good writing the teacher grades the skills within th essa which hav b n taugh

within the space of that particular class and its objectives. Th student i

for improving the overall quality ofhis writing. Rather h is re ponsibl for acquiring the

specific skills taught, perfonning them in theessa: ,and practicing them in later essa: s to

improve quality of the skills. Subsequent essays within the sllme olass,could b evalua ed

on the progression of the quality of these acquired ne skills.

Multiple-trait scoring enables the teacher to give a clear reflection of the quality of

production of each ofthe skills listed on a scale for a particular class. Thes ratings of

skills justifies for both teacher and student the assigned score and reveals what the

instructional goals for a particular student are for the future. Furthermore, since only

features taught in that class are included, scores are less overwhelming to the student. He

sees not only his weaknesses in the low scores, but the areas on which be is strong or

moderate, which leads to confidence in his composing abilities.

Another plus of not including all writing skills on a rubric, as in multi-trait coring,

is that the skills can be grouped into objectives for separate courses and sequenced

according to their difficulty. This meets the need of curriculum writers to make sure that

the teaching objectives can and will fit with the assessment instrument used by teachers.

Furthermore, since the teachers can be given specific objectives covering the tasks for each

course, the consistency desired by learning institutions can be better maintained between

classes regardless of the instructor. If raters with contrasting biases grade an essay using a

multipl~-trait assessment, they will Probable agree on the strengths and weaknesses of the

essay, but they may disagree in their bottom-line, holistic score (Elbow, 1996). Therefore,
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rating only the skills on the multiple-trait rubric can brin mor consistenc in. gradin

among teachers.

The objectjons to this type ofscoring are several. First om th c O~

process tainted by a holistic halo effect in that if the overall impression of th. es a L

good, then the features listed on the rubric will be scored highl . In contrast a poor overall

view would result in low scores on the traits. This may in fact be ,8 problem but it is this

very problem that the traits listed in the rubric are trying to combat (Elbow 1996).

The second objection is more substantial. Most agree that the essential quality of

any assignment is not the sum of its parts and., because of this, we should not assign grades

as if it were. Ho-wever; if one accepts the goal of the composition classroom to be that of

teaching skills rather than creating good writers, this objection is easily overcome. The

scoring is not on the entire essay, but on the performance of the skills learned in that class

and demonstrated within the essay. Such a focus is highly beneficial to the writing teacher

and curriculum writer. If a teacher is expected to evaluate and grade the skills taught

within one class and not all writing skills, grading is simplified. A composition teacher's

job becomes the teaching of writing skills or strategies a student can use to eventually reach

that goal of essential quality sought by a professor. If the teacher evaluates how well the

student has learned those skills he has been taught in that class, then the teacher is no

longer responsible for also evaluating skills taught in previous classes. Furthermore, the

curriculum writer can set skills as goals within one class which all students can learn

whether minimally or proficiently. This satisfies the IEP desire to keep their customers

happy since students want assessment which glves "maximum and speedy feedback
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[and}. ..breaks down the complexi ofwriting int focused Unit that can . learn din

sequence and mastered b stud (White et al ] 996, p. 2.

Of the four types ofassessment here it seems that hat ofmultiple-trait as essm nt

fulfills the needs ofIEP's to have a grading method which alIo for skill - as d t acbing.

Once specific skills which are agreed upon, then instruction and asses ment can b

matched to the objectives built from those skills. Therefore, as essment's need for

objectives gives another basis for the establishment of an essential sldlls list.

Business ReqUires Objectives . ,

Because these lEPs are often businesses, students are considered customers who

must be kept happy since they are paying a high price for the service. When customers are

happy, profits increase, and in a business of this type, profits are an important element in

the way education is conducted. One way to keep customer satisfaction high is to provide

the students with pre-determined educational objectives for each class or level to

accomplish in a four-week session. Therefore, IEPs need objectives for ouod business

purposes. The objectives represent the basis of the product that the students are buying;

that is, if they pay money, this is what they will get for their money. Another purpose for

objectives is that students are graded according to whether or not they have mastered the

skills outlined in the objectives. This allows the student to assess how long he will need to

stay at the school in order to acquire the skills he needs; and, consequently, how much

money he will have to spend on those skills.

This setting ofobjectives for each class is of paramount business importance to

IEPs because it is one way to attract customers. Their customers, who also happen to be
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students have two important demands oftheir c osen institution. The first .s the

snrden tbeble to accomplish his learning quick! . The secund deman j sphool b

an institution of quality learning. Historicall ,IEPs have accomplished these b us'n th

latest research in their teaching methods and tellin the studen1 wha wi] learn at each

level of instruction. This assures the student or customer that specifie abilities mEnglish

language usage (objectives) can be acquired bothqllicld and· ffectiVJ 1 . Quic s and

effectiveness are the incentiv.es for students to choose one JEP ove .another and they also

form one of the strongest mar~eting tools for this type ofbusiness. As a result. objectives

satisfy a sound educational requiremen~and are demanded by IEPs inorder to offer as

good a product as possible to consumers.

Another 'Sound reason for lEPs' need for objectives is that they form ,a systematic

foundation for teachers, which is necessary in order for a school to provide continuity ~d

consistency within and between courses. My first awareness of a need for such a

foundation came from my grading experiences. Through discus ions and training es 10ns

with other teachers, I came to agree with Perkins (1980) when he said that there exist man

diverse ways to deal with assignment of grades in writing classes. In addition, what I came

to understand was that lilot all teachers value the same elements in grading nor do they

teach the same elements. Other ESL professionals agree. According to Hamp-Lyons

(1991), trained teachers do not agree on which essays are quality, nor do they agree about

which elements within essays makes one better than another or worse than yet another.

Instead, these teachers teach whatever they have deduced to be important through their own

teaching experience rather than teaching skills which researchers have proven empirically

to improve students' writing. This poses severe problems in an IEP which is supposed to be
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producing the same product at all ofits centers, order to form ,ft bas' for .

standardization, these IEPs need a curriculum .' a specifi

understanding ofthesu~skil1s to be measured at each level (Camp, 1996).

This background has defined writing skills in the con ext of this r-. earch, set th

context for teaching ofthose skills at short-term lnJ ensiv English Programs, and

introduced a praa.tical need for ·essential skills as teaching obJective and grading criteria.

As this research evaluates different elements which contribute writing skills it will be done

in light of teaching and dealing with the acquisition of skill as the goal of the writin class.

Skills which are commonly held to be important by writing theories and research, y

pr<ofessors, students, writing assessment rubrics, curriculum writeIs, and teachers can be

said to be accepted as skills essential to produce good writing. By foousing on specific

sequenced sets of skills, teaching students t~ be good writers can become a 10J)£- enn goal

of writing classes in general rather than the goa] ofone level. To accomplish this long

term goal, sub-components of good writing are target behaviors to be taught and graded.

These form the objectives of individual classes; ie. instruction will focus on abilities which

can be used to produce good writing. This more specific new goal, acquisition of writing

strategies or skills, can provide a new approach to composition instruction for an IEP

learning context.

Goals ofthe Study

In order to identify skills which could be taught in a skills approach to composition,

this research will examine the following questions:
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1. Which writing skills appear in most composition-teaching literatur inoludin

writing methodology books and textbooks profes o· I and studen' rcep'0 ofwriting

n.eeds, and skills evaluation studies?

2. Which skills are included in many asse smen: rubric ?

3. Which skills are included in many IEP writing curricula?

4. Which skills are important to practicing teachers?

5. Which skills are agreed on as being important b all sources?

The next section will seek to address question one above. It will examine re earcb

studies which looked at writing skills suggested by writing methodologies and approaches.

Then, it will look at opinions taken from professors and students·at universities about

writing skills they felt were needed at a university. Finally, studies which have tried to

detennine whether specific writing skills actually improved students' writing are reviewed..

• •
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Chapter Two

Review ofthe Literature

Over the years, there bas been anongoing conversation among writin theoreticians

and others about which skills or what kinds of writing abibfie should be taught. Before

examining researchers' findings abollt slciJ1S; it would be helpful to, ere a foundation b

examining what abilities are included in good methodology and teaching approac es. This

foundation can then be compared with skills whicb are held to be important by univ:ersity

students in their written assignments and which skills, when taught, have been shown to

actually improve student composition. Finally, each ofthese approaches mllSt be viewed in

light of the business aims ef an IEP.

o \

Methods and Approaches

Many teachers and curriculum writers look to composition teaching methodologies

to form the basis for course work. In composition pedagogy, there are two distinct choals

of thought: product focused instruction and 'process focused 'instruction. Nunan (1991 )

gives a general description of these two practices. Prodact..based teaching emphasize "the

end result .ofthe learning process" (p. 86). That means that stadents aJ' expected to be able

to produce a coherent and competent essay as a result of instruction. Process writing does

not emphasize the importance ofthe final paper, rather it sees activities which develop

students' use ofthe language to be a more profitable use ofinstruction.

Product writing came from a view of language learning which tit in weH with the

early philosophies of "structural linguists, and the bottom-up approach to language process
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and production" (Nunan. 1991 p. 87 . As unan 19 1 explained arl a proach

which favored the product-orientation espoused activitie in mcb stuclen m . u

text at the sentence level. They might cop a correct! formed paper or use it as a model to

imitate in produclng an original composition. Sometimes student ould

-

transfonn these correct models into works personalized by th student. The type of

activities sought to provide Masten' of the language at the senten level. 0 en the e

activities were grammar exercises or sentence formation pmctice. It W3.$ believed that once

mastery ofthese forms was achieved, then coherent paragraph and essays would naturally

follow.

This type of teaching was p1,lrtly responsible for the organi~tion established a

Intensive English Programs at their birth. These activities provided a step by step sequence

which was easily defined by both students and teachers for instruction and evaluation.

Because this type of teaching held dominance for such a long period of time and is till

reflected in the teaching in many parts ofthe world, IBPs have been reluctant to change

their sequential organization that matched so well with this fundamental way of teaching

ESL. However, newer methods and approaches have affected curricula in IEPs.

As ideas about language acquisitio~ and learnin,g changed to moJ'e C0ntemporary

views of language as discourse, this focus on product writing concentratillg on ntence

level learning came to be seen as inadequate. This dissatisfaction with product approaches,

along with the new ideas of writing no longer being structural, lead to a new way of

teaching composition. Process writing Ieflected these changing views. It followed an

inductive theory of language learning and focused on global features rather than local ones.

30
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Nunan (1991) stated. tha this proces approach to teachin composition cam about

as ESL teachers and professionals recognized that good writers Ido DOt" 0 0 a

pattern when writing, or complete a paper atthe fust attempt.

acknowledged1hat good writers follow a recursiv proces ofwritinge eral drafts efote

being satisfied with their text. This approach asked studen to put ideas on paper with no

consideration to form or con:ectness. It utilized group or peer reviews and in ideal

situations, one~to-one teacher/student conferences between cirafts. This e~ie\Ving ,and

conferenoing was to enoourage stadents to discuss their ideas, so tha other could help the

writer clarify his language or expression in successive drafts.

Because the process approach has become so widely accepted as the best choice of

methods offered, it is the one currently used by most intensive institutions. This chaice

serves the business marketing tool ofproviding the latest, newest, most espeused learning

theories in the language program. -However, it is important to 100 at all teaching methods

and approaches to see which skills they hold as valuable.

Methods' and Approaches' Contribution afSkills

Both of these schools ofcomposition instruction suggest skills which are

demonstrated by good writers. It is helpful to examine the approaches and methods which

were based on these differing ideas in order to isolate critical skills valued by their

theorists. The first set ofapproaches we will examine caDlbe considered to focus primarily

on product. These include the controlled writing approach, the oontrastive rhetoric

approach and the grammar-syntax-organization approach..
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During the audio-lingual period, according to as seen not

asa separate language skill~ but as an extension ofspeaking. riting no a prim

concern and its purpose was to reinforce speaking. Based somewha on1hes ideas of

ALM (Audio Lingual 'Method), rontrolled composition rovided model of ood . ing

which writers could imitate. It stressed "accuracy and correctness...avoid[ing]

errors...positively reinforc[ing] appropriate second language beha 'orll (p.44 . Discre e

units of language were studied and it was believed that when these were mastered, then

students would be ,able to create original compositions. Activities included were

"imitation, manipulation, substitutions, transformations, expansions, completions, sentence

patterns, vocabulary, learned structures" (p.44~ .

The important push in these methods was on the quality ofthe final written product

or essay. Raimes (1983) explains that the product oriented approaches emerged from the

audio-Lingual metbodfrom the 1950's and '60's. In the:fir of these product-oriented

approaches, controlled composition, students followed a sequence ofactivities which

allowed few mistakes during specified operations 0n the given piece ofwriting. This

method held that grammar, syntax, and mechanics were the key factors writers should

master in order to become good writers.

A benefit to this approach, which should be noted by curriculum writers, is that it

provided an image for students to follow as they produced unfamiliar rhetorical fonDS. Just

as a painter could not paint a flower ifne had never seen one before, it was assumed, a

student could not write a persuasive essay American style if he had never read one before.

An image to work toward was a teachable goal for ESL teachers and their students in

intensive programs. Furthermore, a given pattern provided a concrete objective that the
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student coUld either duplicate or no evertheless duplicating a model did no alio

students to expand their writing abilities. Because controlled composition focused onJ on

one small set of writing skills, it didnot help studen to enerate and focus their ide .

The problem with this approach was that i did no aJIo students 0 build skills

which could help them develop the fluency necessary to producing what Kroll (1' 0 calls

proficient discourse in composition. The reason for this was, according to epner (l 91)

that the focus of controlled composition was on micro skills, considered at that time to be

grammar skills, with no inclusion ofother types of skills which are known to contribute

towards the development of good writeFs. In fact, Kepner (1991) found that this approach

did not develop the fluency necessary for academio work. Walsh (1991) and Russel (1991)

agreed with Kepner. While c""ntrolled composition would make those professors

concerned with form and students who are secure learning grammar happy, many ESL

teachers looked for another way to help students become better writers.

One theory which emerged as a reaction to controlled composition, but was still

product-based, addressed the organimtion of paragraphs and essays. Based on Kaplan's

(1967) theory ofcontrastive rhetoric, a technique emerged ofbuilding di cour e by

learning how paragraphs are assembled and later how essays follow this construction.

Kroll (1990) explains that theorists extrapolated from Kaplan's model to develop a

contrastive rhetoric approach on the belief that there are pre-existing formal schema in

English which the writer fills in with the content be feels is appropriate. Silva (1990)

described the skills in this approach as constructing and arranging <liscourse forms and the

elements required to perform these slciUs. Included in this were different types ofessay

development, such as "classification, definition, causal analysis, and so on. f! Silva (1990)
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describes this method as 'students being taught the componen a paragraph and essa

constructio~ fOT example, topic or supporting sentences, and thesis statem n or

concluding paragr~phs. These skills built from sentence construction 0 paragra: h

construction and on to the essay. Krapels (1990) explained this· more detail It

emphasized usage skills in syntax., spelling, and 'punctuation. A specific paragraph fonn

including topic sentences, support sentences, concluding sentences ,and transitions was the

focus of elementary instruction. This form. was expanded for more proficien students to

inolude essays and longer forms oftext. It included·o.utlining and parts ofan essay, sl1ch as

an introduction, body and conclusion. This was an extensive list ofskills for ESL students:.

As Kmpels (1990) said, the contrastive rhetoric approach taught discourse forms such as:

"description, narration, exposition, argumentation,... illustration, exemplifieatimn, compare

and contrast, partition, classification, definition, and causal analysis'" (p. 46). to learn and

master.

Many writing theorists were not satisfied with this method. Nunan (1 91) reports

more current theory sought to develop writers' composing proces es and saw such

contrastive rhetoric approaches as .one-step, linear exercises which did not reflect the true

nature of good writers. StiU more problems with the contrastive rhetoric approach were

suggested by Kroll (1990) who said that thought and learning weJe not fostel! d tlu:ough

this type of instruction. Furthermore. Silva (1990) added that it did not develop a writer1s

sense ofpurpose or audience, nor allow for the fact that most good writers draft and revise

before arriving at a final composition.. Many ESL professionals believed that this

approach di4 not teach students the drafting and revising that were the common behaviors

good writers followed in composing. They believed that ifhabits of good writers were
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omitted from the curriculum then students would no b ~ble to de elo to utmost of

their writing abilities.

The contrastive rhetoric approach was widel used b lnt En lish Programs

for many years. Elements of this approaeh are today, still present in man s st ms. Yet

as it fell into disfavor amongst university and other writing professionals, IEP cam -to

agree that there must be a better wa,y to teach composition.

Just as the contrastive rhetoric approach fell short ofmany ESL professionals'

expectations in the promoting ofadequate writing skills, so did the grammar-syntax-

organization method. According to Raimes (1983) sowe educators saw the writing product

as a combination ofllie many parts ofprevious apl' oachesand fr()m this the gratllJ.'lW-

syntax-organization approach was born. This approach also focuses on form, but where the

contrastive rhetoric approach dealt with form on a sequential basis, this approach believed

that composition was not composed of separate skills which were mastered "one by one"

(p.8). In this approach, composition is not perceived as a sequence of skills, but many

tasks, which teach students to use organization while they also focus on the requir d

grammar and syntax. .Instead, students were asked to pay attention to all three aspects

named in the approach at the same time. For instance, ifa student is writing a set of

instructions he needs the vocabulmy, structures ofcommands, and appropriate organization

patterns to do this. As he prepares for the tas~ he practices each ofthe pieces so that when

he is ready to write he will "see the connection between what [he is] trying to write and

what [he needs] to write it" (p. 8). For example, ifa student wants to teU how to "operate a

calculator, the writer needs...appropriate vocabulary...an organizational plan based on
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chronology... [and] sequencewords" . . This approach emp1lasizes th purpos 0 th

writingtask andthe forms needed to perform that particular tas .

A benefit of this approach is that it emphasizes the purpose of the ieco

composition. Another benefi is that it contains many ofthe skill included in other

approaches mentioned. The grammar-syntax-orga.nization approach offer maD different

skills which can be used in objectives. Isolated skills such as how to de elop a IT

compar'(l/contrast paragraph or bow to organize a persuasive essay are a strength of this

writing metholt. However, later researchers believed that the grammar-syntax-organization

approach did not include the need for awareness ofaudience which is essential in most

academic writing. In addition, since the skills are tied so closely to the specific task being

performed, the skills may not be as generalizable as needed by most ESL compositions

classes. Because of the lack ofwidely used skills, intensive schools looked toward

different methods.

As reported by Caudery (1995), many writing professional expressed

dissatisfaction with this and other traditional methods because they did not recognize that

writing was truly a many-faceted process. This was the beginning ofthe second division of

writing theory known as process.

The process approaches took aD> opposite direction from those which were pmdllct

based. These approaches tried to develop the mental procedure the writer experienced

during the composing and revising of the composition rather than focusing on producing a

perfect end result. The approaches included in this section are free-writing, the process

approach, the communicative approach, and English for academic purposes.
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The free-writing approach was tb first these attempts 0 help studen e pand

and refine their ideas as the wrote. This'approach place importanc on th qpanti of

writing rather than its protiGienc . As Raimes (1983 exp ained, stude

concerned with the content oftheir compositions more than the fonn. It th first

approaah to address the processes working in a writerls brain that could produce good

composition. It used brainswIming techniques suah as clustering or sustained writin to

encourage students to write whatever came to mind and, then, lateJi. to use these ideas to

compose a paper. Raimes (1983) presented the beliefofthis .approach by saying that if

students could express their ideas clearly, then mechanics, organization, ,and 0 her good

writing abilities would gradualLy develop. This approach worked as a way to generate

ideas, but did not produce the academic-quality product universities required, One ofthe

activities used in this approach is that ofsustained writing. Students are instructed to write

continuously for five or ten minutes without stopping regardless ofwhat they write, This

means that even if they write "I canlt think ofanything 'to write." (p. 7), they must till write

for the full amount oftime. The purpose is to make writing more familiar so that I s fear

is involved in the composing process. Students are also told to keep the audience of their

paper in mind. The content of their papers should include subjects wllich bold their interest

and these, later, form a foundation for writing tasks which are more focused The e reps

ofbrainstorming for ideas and addressing audieace are the strengths of this approach. In

spite of these strengths, it is evident that IEPs need more skills for a complete curriculwn

than are present here.

Such.free writing was an initial attempt to address thought processes and lead others

toward teaching .composition in a process approach. According to Caudery (1995), as a
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result of this altered wa: of perceivin writing an in an attempt to sol some of the

drawbacks of earlier theories Murra , and others like him began a ne. approac abel

"process". It was an approach in which students moved through a c cJe ofbrainstonning,

writing, revising rewriting, peer and teacher coDferencing mor re 'sin and mor

rewriting which lead to a final copy. The emphasis was on discovery ofmeaningthrou

drafting and conferencing. As, in free writing. the importance was not on form but on

content.. The goal ofthe new philosophy was not so much to produce a weU-wrine piece

of literature as to determine what was causing the problems which prevented students from

producing good written texts and to address those difficulties. As eXplained, this approach

developed as ESL professionals. recognized that writing was not a linear process reqUiring

specific steps, but a recursive process unique to each writer. Krapels (199D) stated thatthe

goal of this approach was to encourage thought and expression of both native writers and

ESL writers, and, as such, to help promote learning. Skills included in this approach are:

brainstorming, diagramming, outlining, drafting. All of these activities addre global

skills which affected the writing process. According to Myers (1997), these activitie

helped students understand the nature of writing as requiring revisions and rewriting in

order te express themselves more articulately.

There are, however, problems with this approach. According to Caudery (1995),

the prooess approach to teaching writing was adopted by ESL composition achers not

because of proof that it was effective, but because ofanecdotal evidence, amongst

composition teachers in general, that the approach was helpful. Such methodology m~ely

became popuhir as teachers saw improvements in their students' writing; although there

was little evidence at the outset that this was a sound theory. However, as stated by
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Horowitz (1986), this approach does not adequate') prepar studen 0 meet some tas

required of them at a university. For xampl , students who do no leam 11 mductiv

may not grasp the skills revealed through the self-discove ,Step of thi process. In

addition, the approach does not prepare students to write essa tests which ar r quired,a: a

university. It also "gives [ESL] students a false 'mp.ression ofhow uWversity writing will

be evaluated" (p. 142). Where teachers in composition classes may grade th process,

university professors will grade the product Overall, as Krapels (1990) said, this approach

neglects the socio-cultural context ofEAP (En.glish for academ.ic purposes) writing.

In addition, L2 (second language) students are not usually placed mESL

composition classes because they have problems.coming up with ideas, which was the

reasoning behind process writing. Instead, as Myers (1997) r~ported these students have

insufficient control of vocabulary or syntax in order to produce fluid writillg. Process

writing does not address these concerns. It is an approach which does not include the s Ils

which are needed by ESL students, such as the ability to u e tran itions correctly or to

sequence data in a manner logical to an American. In spite of all of these deficiencies,

many ESL classrooms promote the process approach to writing because teachers believe,

because oftheir own classroom experience, that it improves L2 composition proficiency.

There are two major problems with using process approaches in !BPs. There are

logistical difficulties directly applicable to the context Gf IEPs. One might assume that the

conception of the word "process" implies a strictly sequenced set ofactivities which would

easily lend themselves to an IEP curriculum. In fact, just the opposite is true, in that, two

fundamental tenets ofthe process metilod are that the procedures are recursive and non

linear. The skills included in this spiraling reappear in writing classes of many levels. This
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may give students the impression that the are bein taugb: th same objective again and

again, which, in an IEP rna lead to unhap student wh do no want to pa to' 'taugh

the same things over and over. Furthennore, Caudery (1995) said th proces approach

requires much more individualiza .on and time for drafting than do other approac es. It is

obvious from the above explanation of an. IEP teaching schedule, that time and

individualization are difficult at best. ,..

As a consequence, process writing. alone. <loes not lend itselfwell to an IEP

curriculwn. Yet, the global abilities emphasized in the pmcess approach are ones which

help students learn through their writing--one of the abilities desired by professors. This

means that some way of incorporating these skills in the curriculum sl10uld be found so that

students willieam to use writing as a learning tool and not just as a way to fulfill

assignments. Furthermore, the process approach adds skills which teach a writer the

various steps good writers employ in order that tkey too can develop good writing habi

This makes them more independent as writers, as well as more responsible for their own

learning.

A version of the process approach which attempted to focus a writer's mes age was

the communicative method. It tried to join ideas from process writing to the current

philosophy that language teaching should be relevant in the real world It aimed

instruction at legitimate interactions that students would experience in the world outside the

classroom. According to Raimes (1983). this method of teaching writing emphasized

actual communication with a particular audience who actually read the composition and

who often responded to the piece. Awareness of audience as well as purpose was stressed.

The skills taught were the ones necessary to fulfill whatever task was assigned and the e
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incorporated many of the skills from earlier methods. For academi writing rhe orieal

forms of development were the target interactions taugh: to studen . There ific

list of skills included in this approach ,other than the tasr_types. This approach well

adapted for tasks such as writing memos or business letters bu om rovid d rhetorical

fonns as general goals for academic tasks. I

However, these forms, such as compare/contras or arguPl ntative essa s contribute

general goals held valuable by EAP theorists. The procedure ofthe communicative

approach was similar to other process approaches, including pre-writing, drafting, and

revising. Like other process approaches, it did not focus on specific skills, but rather br,()ac!

behaviors. Nonetheless, if a particular type ofessay production, for example persuasion,

was held to be a broad skill, then, a persuasive essay qualified as a oommunicative act since

it sought to transfer ideas to, or communicate with, a reader in ord~r to persuade him to do

something. Since many teachers felt a more focused approach was needed, further attempts

to develop writing methods appeared. As with other methods, this approach was not

comprehensive enough in providing skills for intensive schools.

To address this, the EAP approach attempted to recreate academic situations for

which students could write actual assignments similar to those which could appear in their

future academic work. Silva (1990) described this appr.oacll to writing as a fe-creation of

the situations under which students will actually produce academic composition~ for

example, essay tests, production of academic discourse, and presentation of information in

known academic fonnats. This method tried to take the benefits of communicative theory

and blend them with purpose and audience for a specific product. Like others before,
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however, it too did not ontline specifio teaching methods 'th skill objecti' es olead10

a described goal ofgood writing- making it mad quate or t nsi Engl' h Program .

Summary ofSkills from Methodology

Each of the above approaches or metb:odologie was tryin to mol the eaching of

composition .into a theory which, when used with ESL students, would enabl them to

produce a high-quality, articulate prose. Each writing method or approach includes skills

or sub-skills known to appear in the compositions of good writers,

Controlled composition can contribute the ability to re~ognize a model ofwriting

and the ability t'O reproduce it in order to lead to an undemanding of the rhetorical forms

that students will need to produce for contentclasses. This type of schema is needed by

ESL students because the writing forms in their language are often quite different from the

modes used by English writers. This skill to reproduce a known model in a composition is

a global skill which has been shown to improve student writing (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998),

and. therefore, should be inoluded in an IEP skills hierarchy. It also emphasize aoouracy,

vocabulary, sentence pattern. substitution, transformation, and expansion. Controlled

composition stresses. systematic production of grammar, syntax, and mechanics.

Like controlled composition, contrastive rhetoric provides practical schemata

necessary to producing writing in a foreign language, Using rhetorical fonus appropriately

to address a discipline-specific audience functions as a broad-based skill or long-term goal

ofEAP students. Another ability which is useful from contrastive rhetoric is the idea that

writing can be learned in small chunks or skills which can be added together to build better

writers. The sequence ofabilities (sentence construction, paragraph construction, essay

construction. etc.) lends itselfwell to the leveled arrangement ofIEP writing classes and is
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still reflected in the curriculum ofELS Language Cen ers COul _ wo_" '!'hi;p -existin

form is concrete and fits nicely within a set ofobjec' e for a writin class.

The contrastive rhetorical model include the skills ofp~phconstruction,

including topic sentences supporting sentences, concluding· entencesand transitions;

essay development type.s sllch as illustration, exemplificatio compariso' contrast,

partition, classification, definition, causal analysis; essa construction incuding

introdlilction, body, and conclusio~and organizational modes like narration, description,

exposition, and argumentation (Silva, 1990). The other skills offered by this method are

syntax, spelling, punctuation, paragraph fonns and transitions, and ~.ssay fonns (including

outlining, introductions, body paragraphs, and conclusions).

Another approach whioh offers a few skills for the 1EP multi-leveled curriculum is

the gramrnar-syntax-organization approach. Its idea of applying appropriate grammar and

syntax to rhetorical forms is a skill particularly useful in .academics. another ability

suggested by this approach is focus on vocabulary. Skills promoted by the grammar

syntax-organization approach were assigned according to the specific purpose of the

assignment; ie. the grammar, syntax, and organizational patterns needed to fulfill a

particular task.

The first process approach, freewriting, seeks to develop a writer's fluency.

Through its sustained writing activities writers develop content and ideas. At the same

time, they focus on a particular audience to which they must address these ideas later in a

composition.

The process writing approach contains ideas which appeal to curriculum writers for

IEPs because of the popularity oftlle approach. They include specific abilities which can
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be taught and practiced both during cLass time and as homewor Tb ~ocess approach of

free writing offers 'the skills of brainstorming, clustering, and sustain d writin . Skill

attributed to the process approac~ itself, by Silva (1990) and Caudery 19 ) ar :

"recursiveness... , diagramming, outlining, and multipl drafts... peer and teacher

commentary...student-teacher conferences...prewriting activtties plannin and

organizing...becoming aware of the various composing options tinal product...revision...

audience expectations" (Caudery, 1995, p.8 &- 9), "adding, deleting, modifying

rearranging, vocabulary, sentence structure, grammar, mechanics, fmding topics,

generating ideas and information, focusing, planning structure and procedure." (Silva,

1990, p. 15).

The communicative approach contains a restricted set of skills to serve as a

complete teaching method in a skills-based curriculum. However, one important element it

emphasizes much more than other approaches is the consideration ofaudience. The

communicative approach addresses the skills of purpose, responding, rewriting,

summarizing, content, language, and levels offormality (Raimes, 1983).

EAP writing utilizes the skills of development of academic discourse schemata,

skills from contrastive rhetoric, essay exam writing, content, analysis, use of source

materials, evaluation, screening, synthesis, organization, presentation of data in academic

form, purpose, and the writer revealing himself as a member of the academic community.

All of these can contribute useful skills for intensive langUage schools.

As can be seen, these methods offer a broad range of skills from discourse oriented

ones to those focused on format or other local considerations. Even though some skills are

duplicated, expanded or refined in different applications, there is no agreement amongst:
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any of the existing writing-approaches on a,particular set of s "1 writer nee to as r.

The underlying problem with, each method is tha there isa focus.on specific u poin or

skills ofvrriting' yet, none of these theories deals with the overal~ picture. orne identify

skills which are specific enough to· be taught, while others assume 0 learns 0 wri ,b

writing pIolifically and getting feedback All omit some components addre$ ed by others.

For IEP writing teachers and administrators seeking to design curricul there is no clear

consensus to be found among ESL writing theorists about a complete set of skills necessary

for ESL writing in the manner as has developed for other language areas such as .grammar

or reading.

Intensive English Program curriculum writers employ various of these methods, but

I

no one method appears to sufficiently meet the need of Intensive English Programs or their

students. Yet, since each method contains skills which are believed to improve student

composition, it seems that an approach which integrates the strengths of each method could

contribute to a new focus in teaching composition which would work for !BPs. This

research seeks to take one step in the direction of creating such an integrated method by

identifying a set of skills which are agreed upon by educated sources to be necessary to

developing good writers.

This discussion of writing theory shows that neither a wholly product approach nor

a wholly process approach is ideal for IEPs. Using anything but a process approach has

come to mean the "bad old days" (Myers, 1997, p. 3) when product was the sole means of

teaching composition. Yet, the latest research has demonstrated a need for teaching both

local and discourse skills rather than embracing one or the other (Myers, 1997). Kern and
•

Schultz (1992) believe that composition instruction emphasizing an integrated method of
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teaching can have a positive inflllence on students~writing. 'Ihis hn d e true orIEPs

since both process and product approaches have been shown 0 contain procedur which

are inherently incompatible with intensive situations. Because none of fu specific

methods we have discussed are agreed upon as being the perfect teaching methods, the

goals of the writing program, as White (1994) says, should be decided part1 based on

agreement about skills from all of these instructional theorie . OIle specific teaching

approach or method should not be used as the sole contributor of writing objectives but

rather a combination of the skills from man. differing methods is most likely to contribute

skills which could be considered essential by most composition professionals.

Professors' and Students' Perception o/Writing Needs

Professors and their students can define which writing skills are academic and, thus,

desired in an EAP program at an intensive school. First, meeting the professor's

expectations is the goal of any learner of composition since the profes or is the one who

will eventually determine a student's quality of writing by assigning grades. Becaus not

all professors agree on which writing skills students need (HamJrLyons, 1990), it i

beneficial to consider opinions of academicians in various fields. This win allow a

consideration of skills which should be demonstrated in the final written products. Next,

students' opinions should be included to give more perspective on writing 'l1s needed

during the process ofcomposing rather than just product skills. Students' peIiceptions of

what professors require can lend more substantiation to a list ofchosen skills for a

curriculum. These two views abom what abilities are needed at a university will help
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Professors

The ultimate goal of instruction with university~bound, IEP students is to provide

them with the necessary composition skills to satisfy assignments a the . ersi and

please the professors enough so that the students receive high grades. Knowing what

writing skills professors value helps determine which skills need priority in a limited

curriculum. The next section, then, looks at research which exploIes the viewpoints of

professors across the curriculWil: as to what is necessary for good writing in their discipline.

A good place to begin is research done with composition from native speakers of

English and English professors. Russell (1991) tells in his history ofwriting curricula that

research on native English writers shows late-nineteenth-century university educators

focused on "mechanical skills: correct grammar, spelling; and usage necessary for

transcribing" (p. 7). Previously, Vann, Meyer & Lorenz. (1984) found this also to be true

of professors ofESL students in the mathematical and physical sciences as well as those in

engineering. These professors were bothered more by local errors than were tho e from the

social sciences, education, humanities, biological or agricultural sciences. Indeed, more

recently, Agnew (1994) reported this focus on surface features is still seen as necessary by

professors across the disciplines who report on being bothered by mechanical errors more

than by content deficiencies. In addition, Russikoff( 1994) saw the need for ESL students

to perfonn up tq the same standards as those expected of native speakers.
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Other researchers contradict these findin s tha local s_ in are the on that ESL

students need to improve. The scienc and aberal arts achers in Ie ea' 1

studies oftwo E8L students produced opposite viewpoints to those professor in studie

above. Fregeau conducted inter:views of two university ESL studeDJ er on mest r in

regard to their L2 writing class and their other content classes. These students' cience and

liberal arts teachers reported that they wanted students to demonstra th they had

understood the concepts taught. Also, these professors felt 'that students should be abl to

express their ideas about content with clarity. They felt grammar and spelling were of

much less importance. In contrast, the ESL and oomposition teachers in this stud agreed

with the professors discussed above who focused on local skills. Fregeau's two case study

participants reported that their ESL instructors responded to the students' compositions by

correcting surface errors and rewording incoherent text.

Additional research supports the fIndings ofFr,egeau in regard to mechanical errors

being less important than global errors for some professors. San os (1988) loo~ d at how

professors rated language and content in two essays. one of which was written by a Chine

student and the other by a Korean. Ninety-six. professors from the humanitiesA oeia!

sciences departments and 82 from physical sciences aepartments of Univer ity of

California at Los Angeles were asked to first identify and then rate the errors found in the

composition they read. The results showed that humanities/social sciences professoIS were

somewhat more lenient than pbysica sciences professors as far as surface errors. However,

there was more difference in tolerance between experienced and less experienced

professors. Tb.~ les'S experienced ones were less tolerant ofthese errors.
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In addition to this, Santos {1988 found that professor acms the curriculum

regardless of.age or experience, agreed that content and error hichaffected meanin

were the most important types of errors. Although some departmen: I profes or were

bothered more by local errQrs than othe.rs, wilen the compared local and c n ent error

professors, of all departments agreed with the science and lJb~ml1lrtS professor.s in

Fregeau1s study that the content errors were more significant than the laIlguage.

Furthermore, these professors were more concerned with the ideas in a paper and stated

that they would overlook mistakes of non-native speakers when valuing content.

Professors believed that, even though. sentence level accurac may affect the quality

of writing, mistakes at the content or global level created problems- in the discourse,

making the paper difficult to comprehend (Burt, 1975). Santos (1988) and Leki and Carson

(1994) idelltified some global errors, such as organization and development or support of

ideas, as those which can make content incomprehensible. Another global error problem

was discussed by Sullivan, Lyon, Lebofsky, Wells, and Goldblatt (1997) who found that

professors in mechanical engineering perceive a need for students to have more PJi ci ion in

incorporating their references in recalling specific informatien than may be called for in

other areas. This ability to be precise affected the student's ability to communicate the

ideas coherently. Lee (1988) added that studies show, overall, that university teachers in

all subject areas see a need for students to develop better organimtional skills, use longer

sentences and compositions, use better sentence structure and vocabul~, and improve

usage.

Sulliv3Q. et al. (1997) also reported on problems with students' global writing

abilities which were the subject of a task foroe at Temple University wh.ose purpose was to
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restructure the university's writing program. Befor restructuring professor across the

curriculum were dissatisfied with students' writing in geO' ral and e s ed concern about

the students' inability to convey content. The purpose of the task force was to identi the

source ofthese problems and refonnulate the writing curriculwn to rectify them. Th

force worked with the faculty of writing-intensive courses to identify discrepancies

between teacher expectations and student performance. Professors identified students'

inadequacies in "selecting and focusing a. topic, synthesizing source material, organizing

and developing a paper, revising their drafts, and responding critically to pUblished books

and articles" (p. 377). The Council of Writing Program Administrators did an evaluation of -

the current program and in its report, made recommendations for change. The program

was restructured to include discourse skills such as emphasizing audience and analysis of

texts, and teaching students about "how writing is produced" (p.382). The result was

improved student writing in content olasses across the board.

Another way of examining how professors define the writing needs of their students

is to consider the types ofassignments students are expected to perform. By looking at

class syllabuses, Canseco and Byrd (1989) learned more about the writing tasks assigned to

graduate students in American universities. They examined syllabuses from graduate

classes at Georgia State University in their College ofBusiness Administration. They

looked at a total of 55 syllabuses for 48 different graduate courses. The writing

assignments assumed that students would be able to interpret and respond to topics

discussed in the class through writing. Professors believed that students! composition

should both dem.onstrate an understanding of content ofthe course and perform the specific

writing abilities required for different writing tasks. This examination ofthe syllabuses did
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unearth new needs of students in graduate classes for example "instruction th focuses on

interpreting and responding to topics provided by instruc ors If • 312 .

-

Vann et al. (1984) added to the idea that bigher-leve~ global kill afIec th quality

of a student's writing. Professors at Iowa 8ta: e from departments 8cras th curriculum

answered questionnaires and responded to 36 sentences containing different types of err-ors.

Overall, professors graded content~ that is, the students' ability to communicate messa es,

more strictly than local errors. However, global errors which affected the organization of

sentences overall were less acceptable than those which did not interfere with

comprehension. Specifically, some local errors in writing skill, identified in the ar.eas of

spelling or punctuation, article and preposition usage, were more acceptable while errors in

agreement of pronouns or subjects with verbs, word choice and word order, and relative

clause usage were considered unacceptable.

Because of the change in belief that global skills improve writing more than surface

skills, it is safe to say that ESL composition theory has grown toward less concern with

error and more appreciation of content (Agnew, 1994) in order to prepare students for woo

ESL professionals see as the instructional needs ofthe students. Such global abilitie will

allow students to see how to use writing as. a learning tool by revealing assigned

information in their compositions(Leki & Carson, 1994). Even though professors in -thos

studies valued content over correctness, many professors still felt a need for their tudents

to develop better grammar as well as to improve other local skills.

It seems that professors agree that a variety of skills are needed by students for good

writing perfoT.QJ:ance at a university. Pr-ofessors cited the micro skills of: spellin~

composition and sentencel~ vocabulary, and grammar. Other skills included were:
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usage, development and precise references. Organization as an importan: maCT~ ski!,

mentioned. Professors see a need for better,vocabul grammar and rganizatiun. T e

also included many more macro skills: writing outlines, boo repoIts term paper and

text-responsible writing. These example should be included in a collating list ding to

essential skills.

Students

Research shows that student perceptions adhere closely to the 'Views of DO ESL

teachers and professionals from the content areas. Kroll (1978) reported that students in

general listed global skills such as writing outlines, \Witing book reports or writing term

papers to be abilities necessary in content class writing.

The results Leki (1995) received from in-depth interviews provides more insights

about which skills are beneficial to writing development. Students in this stud.y suggested

that EAP classes should teach writing strategies that good students or, anyone el e could use

to fulfill writing tasks. Leki studied 5 (three graduate and two undergraduate) ESL students

from a large state university in the United States. All had received above a 525 on the

TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) and were emolled in clas os requiring a

significant amount of writing. Some of the strategies these students employed during their

writing were: clarifying strategies. relying on past writing experiences. and looking for

models. Being flexible in their ability to choose appropriate strategies to accomplish their

tasks was displayed by all five of the students in this study. Therefore, this study supports

the idea of ~t;gy or skills training in writing classes as being both of value to the students

and of being an element of successful students' writing process.
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A differeD' stud of Leki's with Carson 1994 surve e studen about their ·ting

experiences across the curriculum. They did a surve of12 students who had received

academic writing instruction and were currently enr-olle in a Ulliversi course requiring

writing. The:sUIVey items included things such as good grades perceived succes in

content courses, or perceived success on writing tasks for content classes. Stulien felt

they needed more practice using sources for compositions than their writing c]as es bad

provided This study identified the following perceptions: need for vocabulary, grammar,

organization, writing speed, discipline-specific needs, ,and more challenging assignments.

Another study done by Leki and Carson (1997) reported findings on non-text-

responsible writing, ie. writing based not on texts, but onJy on ideas from the student. This

research found that students believed the need for non-ten-responsible writing to be the

venue almost exclusively of the English class. BSL students at a large U.S. university were

interviewed twice through a qualitative, in-depth process. In the analyses., a framewox: for

classification of data revealed two divisions: type of writing and academic level ofstudent

Distinct differences were revealed about writing skills requiJ; d by ESL writing

classes versus content classes. One difference between ESL writing classes and content

classes was the perception that information or ideas used in the writing courses needed to

be clear and concise, but not necessarily correct. However, in their non-English classes,

the content had to be accumte as well as clearly expressed. This means that another writing

skill seen as needed by these students was that oftext-responsible writing or writing to

reveal learned m.a1eriaJ. Content classes usually require responses to reading, summaries of

articles, and evaluations of subject material, rather than expository essays, journal writing,

descriptive essays, or other types of writing typical ofESL classes and which are unrelated
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to ideas taught in a oonten class. Therefore the type of wrilin studen were asked to

perform revealed that students see the need for textoiresponsible writin mor trow t

--

than the type of writing they were required to perform in their writing classes.

Leki & Carson (1997) also found differences in student perce tion of writing

needs for content class writing, according to whether the student a emolled in gr duate

or undergraduate school. While the undergnmuates expressed that they wer abl Q appl

what they had learned in the ESL writing' classes to content wor~ graduate stu<lent

expressed a need for different abilities~ for example learning the differences between

general "te$al preferences of ...genre" (p. 48) between the English department and other

disciplines. Some disciplinary formats inclqded forms, sucll as introduction, results, and

discussion, learned in ESL classes, which gr4lduate students found to be transferable. In

spite of this, they felt that they still lacked in their knowledge ofprofessional conventions

for their particular discipline. Also, graduate students felt that writing classes did not teach

them to transform text in order to avoid plagiarism. Furthermore, these students needed to

be familiar with the formats for writing in their disoipline~ but their writing classes taught

various rhetorical formats which mayor may not have helped them later. This is a erious

problem since the rhetorical forms taught in various approaches are not authentic HAP

forms.

Probably, the most important element students felt they needed to write good L2

compositions was time. Students said again and again that when writing within a limited

time allotment, they found it difficult to find ideas and vocabulary to express themselves

satisfactorily. ret, when students were asked to use source texts in their compositions,

time did not pose a problem since they did not have to come up with content on their own.
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In Fregeau's (1999 case studies of two uni ers~ ESL studen sb found

frustration with their L2 composition classes. Both studen felt that their compositions

teachers' focus on surface level errors did not help them to improve their wri ing. These

students felt thattbeir writing class was not preparing them for their conten elas e . .,

they needed writing skills which would help them communicate ideas to their teachers

since this was the emphasis of the content teachers. Furthermore, one ofthe stud nts noted

that if her writing had improved at all, it was from. the practice she had done and she

expressed a desire for more ungraded writing opportunities. She said that if they were

ungraded she would "have practiced more meaningful and sophisticated writing.'! This

study suggests that students want instruction in higher-level writing abilities which do not

address surface features, but discourse, as well as just more practice writing.

It seems, then, that both professors and students show no overwhelming belief in

the need for any particular type of skills for university composition. Professors, in general,

are interested in the skills of correct grammar, spelling, correct usage, correct content,

clarity, coherence, correct word choice, logical connectors, organization, development of

ideas, support of ideas, precision in reference, sentence and ,essay length, vocabulary,

audience, analysis, response, punctuation, agreement of pronouns and subjects/verbs, word

order and relative clause usage. Students expressed the need forthe writing skill of

outlining, writing book reports and tenn papers, introduction, results, discussion, use of a

model, use of sources, vocabuJary, grammar, organization, writing speed, discipline-

specific rhetorical formats, text-responsible writing, clarity, conciseness, coherence, correct

content, summaty, evaluation, and paraphrasing. These studies suggest that IEP curricula
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should include a good balance of all of these type ofskill when selecting objecti .e for

classes in order to prepare students for academia.

This section has defined a set of skills from professor and student to fonn a

foundation to which other research can add skill . The next section will examine which of

the skills have been shown to improve writing and those which are uniquely needed by

ESL students.

Writing Skills Effect on Written Communication

When considering how important certain skill are for teaching primaIY importance

should be given to those which have been shown to improve L2 students' writing. Another

consideration are those skills which native speakers ofEnglish,have that non~native

speakers do not.

While it is relevant to take into consideration opinions of professi0nais from general

academia, the ESL profession itself, and students as to what skills for writing are impo.rtant,

if the skills they name do not actually improve a student's composition, then they should

not be considered as essential as those proven to do so. In order to do this, this section will

fi.rst defme a working concept of writing proficiency in order to et a target goal by which

to evaluate skills. Then, it will look at studies which purposely or inadvertently identify

writing abilities which improve or have no effect on students' production of compositions

or their proficiency.

Furthermore, it is necessary to examine how similarities and differences in native

English writers' and non-native English writers' composition skills affect the quality oftheir..
writing. Similar skills can be easily taught by teachers, but where differences occur,
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special skills must be included so that ESL .teTs can comm:unicate in a manner mo

closely related to native-speaker writin . These identified kill tho e that improve writing

and those ofL2 (second language) which are similar 0 different from LIfirst language).

will contribute to this researchts proposed list of crucial composing s 'lls.

Skills Which Improve Writing

Ifwe want to find skills which will make students impmv their writing. then we

must have some concept of what we wantthem to be able to do in their essays. Connor

and Kaplan (1987) explain this as the student's ability to produce "a coherent universe of

discourse" (p. 26). A clearer idea of a coherent universe would be Widdowson1s (1978)

description ofdiscourse as the writer providing enough clues in his text so that his intended

meaning is communicated through world knowledge and conv-entions of language and

usage which he assumes he shares with his reader. When a composition creates such a

universe, the writer has created a text which is proficient and comprehensible to a native

reader (Connor & Kaplan, 1987).

Because early L2 research was based on that done in L1. proficiency in L2 writing.

according to Kepner (1991), was, for many years. defined as the ability to control the local

skills needed to produce an accurate composition. Kepner wanted: to determine if in fact

these types of skills improved students\ writing. He lOO'ked at teacher comments directed at

error correction and those direded. at content of the writer's message. When teachers

corrected surface errors and followed this up with rules, no substantive change was noted in

the students' compositions. Students wh.o received comments about their content used

many more higher-level propositions in their journals than did students who received

feedback concerning their lack of accuracy. Furthermore, students who were instructed
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about how to correc errors did not make significant! e er errors an th other group.

This study, then. showed that skills affecting discoU! e production rathe than surfac

features improved the students' abili to CJieate propositions to communica coherent

meaning. In addition, feedback concerning content improved content, but no accurac .

This suggests that elements of discourse abili can be said to improve student writing,

Another study which looked at what types of skills improved student com.position

was that of Kern & Schultz (1992). They looked at whether the restructured second- ear

foreign language curriculum. of the University ofCalifornia, Berkeley was improving

students' preparation for upper--divisian writing. Previously, these classes included writing

tasks which focused on accuracy instead ofon idea development, essay organization, or

the student's ability'to effectively express his ideas. The new olasses focused. on the

developing students' higher-order or global skills and, to a small extent, on accuracy of

grammar. Rather than comparing writing performance ofa con.trol and experimental

group, this study looked at how much change in writing performance occurred in th e

students. Overall performance did increase, but low ability students made the most

improvement in French Three where they were taught "thesis statement development,

rhetorical organization strategies, paragraph development and the writing of introductions

and conclusions"(p. 6). All students showed at least some improvement, but not all ability

levels had the same amount if increase. High ability students did not improve much in

French Three where they received in the fundamentals of writing, but they improved

considerably from the instruction in French Four on in-depth analysis ofFrench texts. This

suggests that wlten they entered French Three, these high ability students were already

fairly good writers so that the writing fundamentals did not help them much. Middle
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ability students showed the same impro ements as 10 abili', but tb ne r I() erton the

high-abili group. Kern and Schultz's re earch found s ]1 contribll'n to higheI~rder

discourse to help improve student writing. This stud , in addition, contrib s actual

components, such as the componen1s -stated above which were taugllt in French Thr

which helped students build writing performance.

The faot that focus on fonn over content or communication does no improve

writing skills is upheld by Fregeau's (1999) stud of two university ESL students. The frrst

student received writing instruction which focused on producing complete sentence and

paragraphs rather than communicating with a specific audience. For this student, in an

ESL composition class, most of the time spent was on drafting outlines, sentences and

paragraphs. She felt that the outlining was useless and actually hindered her thoughts

instead of helping her organize. This student regularly wrote her outlines after finishing her

composition and consistently received high grades. This student felt the course was too

simple and did not address her needs. Focusing on form, for her, interfered with her

communication of ideas or content.

The other student in Fregeau's study was in a non-ESL course and was taught

through a traditional system of learning typical ofcontrastive rhetoric or the grammar-

syntax-organization approach which inoluded both global and surface features. She was

also required to follow several steps ofprocess writing including brainstorming ideas,

drafting, revising and doing a final draft. The teacher concentrated on the production ofthe

correct forms and did not place much emphasis on whether the ideas were correct, but only

if they were correctly expressed. This student was often frustrated and felt her course was

much too advanced because her English proficiency made her perfonnance ofthe global
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abilitie insufficient and frustrating. She felt tha: the oncep taught in ~ clas :er

beyond her grasp. However, sae didfeel that he]" writing had impro d becaus .oftite

amount of writing practice she had: done with the drafting. Also sh felt that th

assignments were meaningful. As can be seen, ,even though-this student did n 1that

she had learned new skills, in fact, she did feel that her overall or global writin had

improved, while the student who received training in surface features alon did ot

Cooper (1981) also identified some components of meaning-level skill which are

inherent in good writing. He discussed the fact that as students achieve more complexity in

their syntax, their writing is mote compact that is, instead of using several short sentences

to express an idea, they can condense it into one sentence and still retain the meaning. For

example, a less--proficient ESL writer might say, "Disneyworld is in Florida. It is an

amusement park." Whereas, a more-proficient writer would produce, "Disneyworld, an

amusement park, is in Florida. II Such a sentence is more concise and more native-like.

Another skill he defined was that of students' developing the ability to paraphrase. Th e

two skills, production of syntactic compactness and paraphrases, should also be included. in

the list of essential skills.

Along with the studies described above, Connor and Kaplan ( 1987) believe that

sentences must meet specific criteria in order to give meaning or substance to the sentences

as a group rather than as isolated strings. When teachers can descnee such criteria and

teach it to students they can develop global skills to enhance their writing. Kepner (1991)

affirms this idea that when teacher instruction, in the fonn of written feedback, focuses on

global abilities the writing proficiency ofcollege intermediate L2 students is facilitated.

Other studies (Lipp & Davis-Ockey, 1997; White, 1994; zak & Weaver, 1998, Hall, 1990;
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Vann, et al,1984' Widdowson 1978 & Cooper I 981 suppa these findings. W can

conclude from these studies that teaching and feedbac directed at meanin level kills can

develop good writing in ESL students.

Therefore, sentences mustnot omy be understandable in i ala'o butmus al

create relationships among themselves which pTOvide meaning to the reader these ar

propositions. Widdowson (1978) agrees thatthe global skill of creating propositions from

sentences isa necessary quality to writing, rather than just the ability to produce clear

language in each sentence. FurtbelDlolie, any text outside ofknown writing convention 1S

difficult or even impossible to understand (Widdowson, 1978); therefore, other skills

students need is the ability to o.perate within accepted rhetorical guidelines and tke ability

to create and link propositions.

·~
•••

LJ and L2 Writing

t•
1
•..•·-

Now that a knowledge of some elements which improve students' writing has been ~

determined, it is necessary to consider which of these should be of more importance to ESL 31

teachers specifically. Many studies showed that, in a broad sense, writing in a second

language is similar to writing in a first language (Valdes, Haro, & Echevarriarza, 1992;

Caudery, 1995; Arndt, 1987; & Hall, 1990). They have also revealed differences which

must be taken into account by the curriculum writer for ESL programs.

Silva's (1993) comprehensive study ofnative English writing and non-native

English writing collated nmnerous research reports. In this study, L1 and L2 writers,

overall, were found to be similar in that the recursive composing prooesses of "planning,

writing, and revising, to develop.. .ideast
! (p. 657) are the same. Furthermore, the research
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agrees that good writers follo a·similar process of ''tecursive composing proces .657)

in both their L1 and L2.

Another of these studies which looked at L1 and L2 similariti w all's (1

comparative study which looked at the revising processes offoUT advanced BSL s den at

the University of Wyoming. Hall found common behaviol's in the native language and

English composing processes ofthese advanced ESL students. He found that in both

groups, "revisions focused on single words... [the)next most frequent Ie el tb pbr

-

(p. 53) [oth:er revisions were] substitution... addition... [and) deletion" (p. 49). These four

students were able to use a single system ofrevising in both languages.

In spite ofthe fact that LI writing has enough similarities to ESL writing (Kmpels,

1990) to help research begin to defm.e the needs ofL2 writers, studies have also found

persistent differences between the writing of native and no.n-native speakers ofEnglish.

Differences can suggest skills which L2 students need which L1 students may not. The

differences that Silva's (1993) study found were in the quality ofthe processes that ESL

students followed. For example, while both native-English student and ESL stud nts plan,

the L2 students focused on more local details instead of global aspects of the composition.

In the writing stage, the L2 students had m.ore difficulty generating ideas, fewer ofthese

ideas appeared in the text produced, and there was more difficulty in organizing the

material. The revising steps also had distinct differences. There was less reviewing of the

material, more focus on grammar and mechanics, and less reflection on texts than with

native English writers. Other difference were: L2 students' transcribing or actual writing

of the te(-.'t was not as fluent or productive; L2 writing was less fluent overall; their texts

contain more errors; and L1 texts were more effective that L2 texts.
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These Ll/L2 studies ~uggest that while both English-,and non-English peaking

students need many of the same skills fOT writing, their ability in performin tho skill

are not equal. Non-native writers experience more diflicul overall with bath global and

local abilities. Specifically, these studi sho that ESL studen n d extra foe on th

skills of the writing and composing process, fluency, accurac , text effectiveness,

generation of ideas, content, organization, and general global skills manipulation.

The purpose of this section was to establish a definition of writing proficienc that

would serve as a goal to which writing skills might contribute. It examined studies which

suggested writing abilities that would have a positive effect on students' writing

proficiency. Finally, similar and different skills needed by native English and non-native

writers were discussed.

As seen above, the study of composition has progressed away from the old

perception ofcomposition teaching as control of surface skills. Rather it has been shown

that teaching writing abilities which contribute to student production of global skills does

improve student composition. The studies above include the following skilts as those

which improve student writing: thesis statement, rhetorical forms, paragraph development,

introduction, conclusion, in-depth analysis, organization, coherence, cohesion, content,

grammatical accuracy, brainstorming, drafting, revising, final draft construction, creation

of propositions, linking of propositions, adherence to writing conventions, conciseness,

paraphrasing, syntactic compactness, and all skills which affect discourse production.

These studies recognize that "coherent texts are highly complex systems of macro- and

micro-structures" (Kern & Schultz, 1992, p.l) which are components ofcomprehensible

text. Control of these components can be said to improve students' composition.
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In conclusion, it seems that there is much disagreement about which skills students

need in order to become good writers. In order to find some agreement, th first step was

to define "essentialism" as it applies to how integral a skill is to good writing as defined b

methodology, professors, students, and researchers. It was shown that once specification

have been clearly defined at the outset of a program, there will be less confusion when

teachers are called upon to detennine where a student falls within the specified parameters

(White, 1994). lnstructional methods contributed opinions as to which skills are seen as

most essential to composition theorists. Abilities valued by professors and students at

universities have been discussed and analyzed as to their contributions in terms of whether

the skills are needed academically. Finally, skills which actually improve writing and those

specifically needed by ESL students were discussed.

The next step in this process was to look at opinions ofthose most knowledgeable

in the field. Any consensus there would be a move toward establishing skills needed by

second language learners in order to become a good writer.
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Chap er Thr.ee

Methods and Procedures

Purpose

The goal of this research is to identify essential academic writing skills

which could clarify writing instruction for English for Academic Purposes in

short-term Intensive English Programs. This study will cross-reference skills held

to be important by professors, students, assessment rubrics, curricula, methodologies,

current composition research, WId teaching professionals in order to establish skills

which are essential to good writing.

Methods Overview

This research gath.ered data in several different ways. The first method was a

collation of skills which had been the focus of a study from current composition literature

regardless of the positive or negative results of the study. Also included in the literature

skills were those skills which were explicitly taught in textbooks (see Appendix A). Then

skills were taken from assessment instruments which came from standardized tests, ESL

methodology textbooks, and ESL classrooms (see Appendix B). Next, skills were

included from the curricula WId objectives of various types of composition progra.ms; from

university LEP classes, long-tenn lEPs, and short-tenn IEPs (see Appendix C).

All skills coUated from the literature or research were cross-referenced with each

other, compared, and a count kept on each skill to show how many times that particular

ability was mentioned. The counts designated the frequency of skills within one source of
65
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data. In addition, skills were taken from in-depth intervie ofclassroom teache w

teach in two types ofpost-secondary, teaching situations; IEPs and-universi LEP

composition classes. The skills from these interviews were colla ed. counted, and tabula ed

in the same manner as those from research. Next, skill from the literature, as e smen ,

curricula, and interviews were cross-referenced and counts tabulated to 'v the frequenoy

ofskills across sources ofdata. Finally, weighted skills &om assessment, curricula, and

teacher data were coUated to determine which were scored highly. It was assumed that

those scores reflected the relative importance of the skill. These scores were then 'era

referenced within the three datacollectioDS. This gave the most-heavily weighted kills.

These :results were compared to the other two 'sets of data (most common skills within a

data source and most common skills across' sources). The number of counts each skill

received or its frequency within one source of data, plus the frequency ofagreement across

databases plus the weighted.ness of the skills determined each skill's level of necessity

according to all sources investigated.

The data collection was based on a convenience sample as it was limited to th

studies, assessment rubrics, composition theories, and curricula I located during my search

for infonnation. The reports of the contexts and methodologioal considerations could not

be random because I collected this data from available, previously publ1shed research and

not research ofmy own. These data, therefore, reflect each of the studies cited in my

review ofthe literature.

The manner in which the data were extracted from the literature was selective.

Skills which were the focus ofa research study were included whether results ofthe study

were negative or positive. Because specific grammar skills were often combined with
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writing mstruction in man of the source thes were distin.,guished as sepanu skill and

as,Gomponents of the global skill of "grammarl
'. Skills which er specificall d1 cus d

in TESL textbooks were included. Finan skins which wer taught in ES ". in

textbooks were included..

-

Skills were recorded in descending order of~mportanceas acknow]edg d by most

counts to least counts. Frequency was reported by figuring.qna.rtile of skill grouped

from most to least counts (See Table 6 under Literature Source Data below). This showed

the skiUs mentioned most to least often within each of the four groups of data (curricula,

assessment, literature, and teachers). Then, a different frequency was found by looking at

the occurrence of skills across the data. This was reported by quartiles, with·occurrence in

three or four separate data sources considered significant. Finally, the weighting of skills

in the data from teachers, assessment, and curricula was reported by converting the

weighted score fr'Om the data into a percentages of the total possible. Again, quartiles were

taken from the percentages with the upper two quartiles being significant.

Data Collection from Assessment instruments, Curricula, and Literature Sources

Assessment instruments used to collect data for this research came from three

different areas of assessment: proficiency instruments from standardized tests,

achievement instruments from lEPs, and sample scoring rubrics suggested by theoreticians

in the assessment field of smdy (see Appendix B). Ofthese, ten were standardized tests

used to measure proficiency and usually used to place students in a educational program.

Thirteen we:re from assessment texts where they were given as examples for differ:ent types

of assessment. Three were from IEPS and their purpose was to measure achievement after
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teaching. These came to a total of26 fJ,Ssessment instruments. First ofall, as e me. tools

which bad received acknowledgment from teaching professional and TESL (T chi~

English as a Second Language) researchers as reliable, vaJid rubrics were cho el\. inc

proficiency testing has a different aim than achievement instruments, instructional gradin

sheets actually used in intensive schools were also included in the data collection. Finally,

scoring samples from assessment methodology textbooks were added to include the

theoretical and researched overview of the general types of scoring taught in TESL

preparatory classes.

The skills from the data were collected by randomly selecting one assessment

instrument from amongst the rubrics available, and recording all skills mentioned in this

first scoring sheet. Then, another instrument was chosen. at random. Any skills included

here, which were already recorded from the first rubric and were also included in this

second instrument, were not recorded a second tim~, but given a count or tick to indicate

that the skill had been mentioned for a second time. Any skills in this second instrument,

which were not in the first instrument, were added to the list. All skills from other scoring

rubrics were added to the data in this same manner.

One assessment instrument is shown in Table 1. This was the third instrument from

which skills were elicited. Some of the skills listed here were not yet on the collation of

skills list. These skills were written into the list alphabetically. Any skill which was

already on the collation list was given a tick or mark to count it as being shown again. The

collation list is also shown in Table 1 with all skills from the assessment rubric already

added. Each mark beside a teon represents one curriculum wnere that term was mentioned.
I

Therefore, if there is a term followed by two marks or ticks, that term was present in three
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curricula Ifthe term is followed b one tic then it was mentioned in 0 (:urricula If

there are no ticks or marks following, then it has onl been mentioned in one oftb tim

curricula1s skills included on this collation list Tn assessment came from aigle Cherry

Jolliffe, and Skinner, 1985.

Table I

Assessment and Collation List

Ideas
Organization
Wording
Flavor
Usage
Punctuation
Spelling
Handwriting

Diederich's analytic scale.
Low Middle

2 4 6 8
2 4 6 8
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

High
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5

arguments
capitalization II
conclusion
content demonstrated II
details 1
examples
explanations
flavor
generalizations
grammar accuracy 11
handwriting
organization 11

Collation List
punctuation 11
sentence structure accurate
spelling 1
thesis 1
usage
wording

I
I
I.

II

The collation of skills from curricula and literature sources was done in the same

manner as that done with assessment instruments. Forty-seven research studies or

textbooks were chosen upon the basis that the focus was on academic composition and its

contributing skins. The studies were selected because they looked at specific skills and
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their effect on composition quali and they are tho e lis ed in th bibl iograph. our

textbooks were used, 17 lESL studies books, and 26 esearcb articles w inc u ed. In

the rnSL books, skills were drawn from the chapters which addres ed·

skills. Several textbooks which were available at my plac of work er als u ed beca

they overtly taught writing skills (see Appendix A). All ofthi literature was used as

foundation information for this research or were directly reviewed above.

An example of how skills were deemed integral to a study can be seen in the

following excerpt from Kern and Schultz (1992). Here, the study pinpointed skills in the

scoring procedure used in the data collection for the project·being discussed in this article.

It states, "A group ofeight research assistants scored the essays holistically on a six-point

scale based on criteria established for content, organization, coherence, cohesion, and

grammatical accuracy." All five of these skills were an inherent part of this study,

therefore, they were seen as being mentioned as important skills to add to the collation of

skills.

Curricula were received from sixteen English programs with levels ranging from 2

to 9 (see Appendix C). Of these, six were proprietary schools operating on a four-week

system. Eight were intensive programs operated by universities functioning with various

time lengths, from six-w,eeks to 15 weeks. The last two were university LEP English class

curricula lasting 15 weeks.

An example of one curriculum from the data is in Table 2. From each set of

objectives for writing, items which described writing skills as cited above were first added

to a list. For example, in Level 3, in Table 2, number one "... simple, compound, and

complex sentences" were added to the list since this was the fIrst time any of these skills
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was mentioned in any curriculathus far. The skill inLeve 3 number ... of "compte

sentences" had been included once before in a diffeJi n curriculum 0 that thi eon w

already on the list. Therefore, a tick was given to this term on the list 0 sho thatthis as

the second mention ofthis tenn in a curriculum. Ifthis term appeared .in an: other

curricula, a tick or count would be added to it for each successive appearance. The et of

Table 2

Sample Objectives from Curriculum Source

Level 3 Composition objectives:
By the end ofthis course, the students shol11d be able t.o:
1. review construction of simple, compound, and complex sentences.
2. distinguish between sentence fragments and complete sentenoes
by identifying basic sentence parts.
3. review parts of speech as needed for effective revision techniques.
4. use all tenses in the construction of all types of sentences.
5. maintain writingjoumals focusing on expressing opinions in
English.
6. review para.gr:apb construction.
7. know and use a basic plan for building academic essays.
8. continue to develop an awareness of subject, audience, and purpos .
9. consider cohesion, coherence, and unity when drafting paragraphs
and essays.
10. write a variety of paragraphs and essays:

a. infoImative essay and paragraph
b. narrative pamgrapb and essay
c. classification paragraph
d. summary/reaction
e. reaction paper
f cause/effect paragraph

11. continue to develop and practice pre-writing and revision strategies
12. practice strategies fOT completing timed essays
13. understand the need for and use transitional devices within para
graphs and essays
14. introduce MLA documentation
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objectives came from tile IntensiveEnglish Langua e rogram at india m er 1 e

pr:ogram bas four levels and these objective came fro 13 0 their program.

Writing skills were collected from the four areas ofsources (literature, as es ment

rubrics, curricula, teacher commentary) mentioned in Chapter On. After cordin

from aU data, three general categories, each with sub-categories erner. ed Th thr e main

categories were Local Skills, GlobalSldlls, and Organization Skins (see Taol 3). Th

Local Skills were divided further into nile-based skills. and usage skills. The e were skills

which occurred in one place, like a sentence or paragraph, and followed a rul which could

be taught or was the application of.an idea in one place in tbeessay. They could also be a

rule of format or a particular element in.cluded in (}verall mechanics. The Global area was

separated into abstract, concrete, and usage. All of these skills dealt with material

throughout the essay. The concrete skills were similar to rule-based but gl0bal rather than

local. Here, the skills addressed adherence to rules, form, or the visible performance of a

skill throughout the essay. The abstraot skills were those which could not be physically

Table 3

Categories and Sub-Divisions of Skills

Local Skills Global Skills Or tion Skills
rule-based abstract introduction
usa~e concrete body

usage conclusion
~GJ;laph

'.

i rhetorical fOllIlS

demonstrated.. The usage skills were similar to those in the local category, but here applied

to the entire essay. The Organization division bad further sub-categories: introduction..
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body, conclusion, paragraph development and rhe orie ioons. These ski hieb

denoted the types ofideas required for development of es a tructure. m-

depth 100 at these different categories.

The first category was that of Local Skills. The ruling cbaracteristi

that these skills could be taught through grammar rules or were the usage of some other

kind of rule. Furthermore, these skills affected one specific area of the text ratb r than the

entire essay making them a local skill mther than a global skill which would affect the

entire essay. Therefore, ifthe rule were violated, the meaning ofth entire essay would not

be affected, but only the meaning ofone place in the essay. Rule-based skills were those

which could be taught by rules of grammar, punctuation, capitalization, or other such

concrete rules. An example of the rule-based skills would be: if a subject and verb did not

agree, then the student did not follow the rule that subjects and verbs must agree in English.

" In addition, ifa citation were done incorrectly in one sentence that would be a role violated

in one place. Other examples would be where word order rules were folloW! d incorrectly

in a sentence or when a subordinate clause was used alone rather than attached to a

dependent clause.

The usage aspect ofLocal Skills identified skills which recognized how a wri r

used and applied. his knowledge ofrules to create hiS.{)WD unique composition. Things like

word order or the differing arrangements ofwords a writer could possibly choo e could be

performed accurately, but the manner in which they are used adds to the writer's style. The

usage sub-section deals not with how accurately skills are used, but with the manner in.

which tlie ndes are manipulated. Transitions, for example, must be used between specific

types of information. If they were used in between the wrong type ofsentences, they
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would make no sense. However one transitionmisu e would not cause a comp e

misunderstanding of the entire essa . Furtb~ e ample of oeal skill weI word ch ~

and the appropriate use of idioms. Word choice could affe ho precis ,Ot eneral th

meaning is of a particular sentence, yet does no affect the entire essa. Idioms if ed in

the wrong situation, could present incoherence within a paragraph, but not within the .essay.

Because these skills affected a small area oftext and no thJ message ofthe whot

composition, they were considered local skills.

The next set of skills were global concepts presented in the entire text. This was the

category ofGlobal Skills. These were grouped together because they dealt with the entire

essay and not just a part of the essay. Where sOlIle of the global skills concerned tb ideas

in the essay, others did not, but they still were characteristics ofa writer's style which were

present throughout the essay. For example, the variety of sentence structure or vocabulary

in aU parts of a paper demonstrate one writers unique way of expressing himself TJle

unity of an essay is a function ofaU sentences and paragraphs, so that unity i a global skill.

Another example ofa global skill is mechanics which relates to whether or not fonnatting

rules have been followed throughout the essay. Some of these skill addre sed content and,

the others concemed form or essay structure. They all dealt with ideas throughout a paper

so that this category was holistic or global in character.

The sub-sets of skills in the Global category were Abstract, Concrete, and Usage.

Some Abstract Skills were those which could not be demonstrated visually or taught by

specific rules. For instance, the skill ofcoherence does not match one visual pattern that is

unchanging in the way that spelling or capitalization has a visual, concrete pattern. When

someone looks at a word, he knows whether or not it is spelled correctly. In contrast,
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coherence is an interaction betweenth reader and wri: er that is intan 'b e. cannot be

seen. Concrete skills were those which could be obs rved visuall or follo d ru1 which

could be taught. These skills did folio ' a visual pattern which, although not identical,

were similar enough for students to see. For instance, an outline can take IOn.man fonus

but the basics steps and requirements for each step are standardized. The "I I is a lar er

idea than the "A" 01 "B" would be in any part ofthe outline. Also, under an ' oman

capital letter there can be any number of sub-topics other than one. Anothe example

would be that grammar accuracy is rule-based since it requires rules to be followed.

Grammar accuracy, here, designates the accurate application ofgra:rn:mar roles throughout

the paper rather than a particular instance of one, specific rule followed correctly in one

sentence.

Usage skills were those whioh related the way in which the writer might convey

ideas as in the Local category, but, in the Global category, these skills addressed the

impression that the essay produced for the reader. For instance, variety ofvocabulary us d

throughout an essay demonstrates the writer's particular voice. The ability to transform

knowledge also is apparent by the way the writer presents or uses the learned material to

author original text. Usage skills, then, were skills which demonstrate ho a writer

manipulates his knowledge within a complete composition.

Skills which fell under the Organization heading concemed the placement of ideas

within an essay or paragraph i.e., the organization., as well as the sutfLciency (both number

and pertinence) of ideas, and the development of ideas within both paragraphs and

complete compositions. The organizational skiUs were accepted structural text

characteristics detennined by American. English writing conventions or rules for the
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various rhetorical forms used for academi writing. Thes skill were again rul -b d

skills, The;rule here however are Dot grammar rule bu rut .tba de ennine th form

ofan essay for writers ofAmerican English. These rule are unlik grammar rules in tha

it is understood, that these mlesare not as rigid or unchangeable th rule in th cal

category. For example, writing conventions Tequire a thesi statemen in an. exposi 0

essay. The way in which the thesis is perfoI'IRed has various ve sio which aU fulfill the

same function. One writer may produce a. thes~ statement which explicitly state .tn sub

topics of the body paragraphs. Another may only give one general statement which shQws

the purpose for the paper. Yet another writer may use several sentences to explain what the

pWipOse and the sub-topics of-each body section. All three of these would be accepWble

thesis statements, but all are different performances of the skill. This rule of composition,

then, the requirement of a thesis statement, is unlike grammar rules which can only be

performed one specific way. For this reason, although these skills are rule-based, they are

not included with those previously mentioned with the Local Skills category.

In addition, the Organization Skills affected a part of the essay rather than the

entire essay making them distinct from the Global Skills. The sub-components of the

Organization category were rhetorical forms and rules for introduction, body. paragraph.

and conclusion. The rules skills were those skills which used·the rule..base<i skills· as an

inherent element, but had no accuracy element as described under usage ,above. V,et, they

affected a larger part ofthe text than did a Local skill. They specifically enumerated the

structural parts of a typical essay. For example, American expository writing requires an

introduction, body, and conclusio~ in that order. With these, the components present in

the introduction are only at the beginning ofthe composition and the conclusion
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components are on] at the end. For paragraphs topic Sentence require supporting

sentences'and often have concluding sentences. A variety ofplacemen of topic and

supporting sentences is allowed. Thus, the rules can be manipulated to om extent to suit

the tastes of the writer; unlike an agreement rule which must alwa be norm d th e

way and only affects the particular sentence into which it falls. Rhetorical form were

those types of essay development suggested; for instance, compare and contrast or

argumentative. These were put under the organization category because they require

particular types of information-organization and grammatical structures regardless of the

type of content. For example, a compare/contrast-essay requires many comparison

structures and is often organized with aU similarities together and all differences·grouped

together. The type of essay detenninesthe way the infonnation is put together in the text.

Most skills also fell under the character ofthree types ofskills. First, the Content

Skills were identified as those which 'could have an element ofaccuracy ifthe writing

prompt asked for specific, learned material which was taught in th· course wor . In thi

type of skill, a student must relate ~eamed material correctly in his paper. The .cond type

ofContent Skill had no accuracy element. Ifthe content was ofthe writer's choice rather

than the choice of the prompt, then there was no accuracy involved. The e Content Skins

refleetedcreativity or originality of ideas within the essay. Furthermore, both ofthese

looked at ideas throughout the essay as wen as an idea present iD only one piece of the

essay. These types of skills were those favored by the process approaches to composition

which were focused more on ideas than on the presentation of the ideas. Content skills are

shown in bold type in aU tables below.
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The next character ofskills were rule-based skills those which 0110 ed a particular

rule ofEnglish grammar or syntax O! some ,Other type ofml mcb applie compo J on

These addressed skills such as punctuation, capitalization, and other types ofmechanic

well as rules such as cjtation fannat or specific grammar rule . Like content s 'Ils th e

skills were distinguished between local and global as well. This allowed mechanics to be

considered a global skill, describing the performance ofman sub--skill and i ub

components such as punctuation or capitalization to be considered local. Rule-based

skills are shown in italics in the tables below.

The last character of skills was that of essay structure. These skills are considered

by some to be content skills and by other to be format skills. For this research, skills which

reflected the manipulation of ideas were considered content. For example, the skill

"narrows idea in introduction" concerns how the idea is presented in the introduction, In

contrast~ the skill "introduction format" denotes the presence of the elements required in a

format rather than whether the ideas present actually do what the student believe tIley

doing. The student may say that he has included a thesis statement when, in actuality, the

sentence he considers a thesis does not contain ideas necessary to make is a true the is

statement. Therefore, the student has written the essay skill of "thesis statement" as a part

of "introduction format", but he has not necessarily mastered the content which n ed 0 be

present if the skill is performed completely satisfactorily, Essay structure slcills are shown

in parentheses in the tables below.

Many terms were collapsed when it was determined that a previa ly coined

concept was being given a new name by a different interviewee or other data source. An

example of this is one source using the term "fluency" and another using "communica "tve
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quality". Here, "fluency" was used. The terms 'elaboration ,ann paragra h expansio "

were'both cited under the description "expandidea". Otherinstance her different or

conveyed the same message were: paragmph development was changedtoropic sen DC

supported~ comprehensibility became 'coherence~ "shows De idea in n paragraph"

became IIparagraphing appropriate". There were 25 tenns which were collapsed in thi way

(see Appendix E). In most cases the tenn which was shorter, which was mo frequent, or

which was a more precise description was preferred over others fur the same concept.

Other tenns were left as separate entities even though they may have seemed

similar. One example ofthis is the two terms "-supporting sentences" and "topic sentence

supported". The first refers to whether or not supporting sentences are present or whether

there is more than one sentence in a paragraph. The second term pinpoints whether the

supporting sentences in a paragraph actually expand or explain the topic sentence or not.

Another group ofterms also refers to supportillg sentences, but were left as distinct

categories becal:lSe they were so often mentioned separately in many instance rather than

being encompassed by the tenn. supporting sentences. There were: examples, details.

facts, description, evidence, and anecdotes. One other term which is similar to "topic

sentence supported", but kept separate was "expand ideas". This was done b ca: it was a

specific way to support a topic sentence and other ways were not referred to by the ource

enough to conclude that any type of supporting sentence was really intended.

Several other skills listed may also appear to be the same. The skill "organization"

is not under the Organization category because this skill means that a writer has

demonstrated all components needed to organize a paper. like introduction, body, and

conclllSion. Within the category,. the separate parts of organization are demonstrated, not
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throughout a paper, but in a particular plac in the essa . Th same situa: .on repeated

with the skill of"grammar accurac 0 that this reented the accura demonstrated b

the entire composition and not the specific pieces of accurac called for unde

of Local/R.u1e-based skills. Another set of term which'seems similar r 'lcompound

sentencesII and Ilcoordination" and "subordinationll
. The first item refers to hether this

type of sentence was present and the latter two concern th accurac ofth fi rm

produced. Also similar to "compound sentences" was the term "combining sentences". A

distinction was made to establish the students' ability to combine sentence from on draft

to another rather than just include compound sentences in a paper. This i wh these 0

terms were listed separately. Finally, the three terms of 11vocabulary," vocabUlary

uniqueness," and "precise vocabulary" were separated because when most mentions of

vocabulary aTose. "Vocabulary" referred to the academic quality of the words.

Uniqueness identified how routine the vocabulary was. Precision described the .ability to

use specific rather than general words~ for example, the use of stroll rather than walk.

These three groups of skills, Local, Global, and Organization, emerged from the

data and were not determined prior to the collection of skills. The same three categori.es

were used in the data collection from the in-depth interviews. However the data collection

itself was different. The next section explains how data from the in-depth interviews of

writing instructors was obtained differently from the other data.

Data Collection from In-depth Interviews

Since writing instructors' knowledge and expertise does not come only from

scientific research, but from actual classroom experience, teachers' input is invaluable for
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its insights into the application of~1he top-down .elineations ofteachin;gmeth or

curriculwn directives. An in-depth intervie was a good way t ge tb ackn wled

subjective reJ!K>rts of teachers' encounters and applications ofthe teachin mefu 'the

learned while getting their teaching degrees. Using an objective, random election of

interviewees would not serve the aim that this research has of gathering opinions from

professionals from various teaching contexts. Therefore, using a non-random elec 'on

process in selecting subjects for my interviews was necessary. In this 'wa I could chao

teachers available and qualified (see Appendix D). Because the definition ofwriting kills

and the areas of writing selected were non-random, it was necessary to (establish that these

teacher.s were, in fact, qualified to give input as to what they believed essential writing

skills were.

Thirteen writing teachers from both universities and intensive schools were

interviewed. Eleven of those were from lEPs and two were adjuncts from universities. To

Table 4

Teacher Qualifications

Teachers with 0-2 years experience I
Teachers with 3 - 5 years experience 3
Teachers with 6 - 10 years experience 2
Teachers with 11 - 30+ years experience 7
Teachers with at least 2 years teaching 12
experience in writing
Teachers who held BA in TESL or related field 6
TeaChers who held at least an MA in TESL 7

or English

ensure pro~ssionalism,background questions (see Appendix J) were used to pinpoint each

teacher's educational history and teaching experience (Kroll, 1979). Those with at least
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masters' level training or more than two 'ears" teaching experienc in an IEP er

considered qualified. A definition ofwriting skills as dfined in thi paper give to

orient the interviewee. Then, specific questions were asked see Appendix 1) and further

questions (if any) needed to direct or clarify the answers received e added 0 individual

interviews.

Subjects chosen to be interviewed for the study came from two separate sources.

The first group were professionals with whom I am acquainted as a result of my job. Th

second group were teachers from my professional organization activities; teachers I met at

Oklahoma Teachers ofEnglish to Speakers of Other Languages (Oklahoma TESOL)

meetings, and also from International TESOL agreed to participate as subjects. All of the

subjects were chosen based on number ofyears taught, and credentials (see Table 4).

Weighted Skills Collection

Finally, the skills which were weighted were collated from asses ment instruments,

curricula, and teacher ratings. In order to determine which skills were most critical

according to weightings, the data from these three sources were changed into rankings.

Second, these rankings were collated. The rankings from the three types of data were done

as follows.

First, skills from curricula were ranked for weightedness by looking at how many

times they occurred across one curriculum. Skills which were included in more than one

level ofa curriculum were considered to be weighted. An example is in Table 5. Here,
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Table 5

EA1Taction ofWejgbted Skills from a Curriculum

vocab. edit sentence capital- orgam- summa- transi- para- thesis
combining .ization zation rizing tions ~ph

Levell x x x x x x
Level 2 x x x x
Level 3 x x
Level 4 x x x x
Level 5 x x x
Level 6 x x x x
Level 7 x
Level 8 x
Level 9 x

the skills ofvocabulary appears in 4 out of91evels, so that means it was in 44.4% ofthe

levels. "Paragraph" fell into 5 levels or occured 56% oftbe time. All skills ocourences

were figured as percentages and ordered from most to least according to the percentage.

An example for this conversion of skills in Table 5 is in Table 6. These

Table 6

Weighted Skills in Percentages and Quartiles

paragraph 56% highest quartile

vocabulary 44.4% higb-middle quartile

sentence combining 33.3% low-middle quartile
transitions 33.3%
summarizing 33.3%
edit 22.2% lowest quartile
capitalization 22.2%
organization 22.2%
thesis 22.2%
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rankings were then divided into quartile to aUo the da: to b combined with the other

quartile data. The two highest quartiles eli cons'd red significant and used in th data

compilation. from other weighted sources.

In order for teachem to rank skills, data coUec ed from all four data ourc

(assessment, literature, curricula, and teachers) and highest frequency skills were

detennined. Then, highest frequency skills were determined from across all four data

groups. These two collections of highest frequency skills were collated into one list.

Initially, these highest frequency skills were measur,ed according to whether they occurred

within two ranges: highest was between 50 and 1OO%~ next highest was between 30 and

49%. The list of skills which fell into these two ranges was collated and given to the

teachers to rank according to how critical each was in contnbuting to good writing.

A scale of one to five was used for the rankings with five being the most important.

Teachers were asked to rank each skill on the list of high frequency. All scores were added

and divided by the total score possible. Eight of the thirteen teachers responded with

rankings for a total possible of40 for each skill. For example, if a total of 33 points was

given to fluency out of a possible 40 points, then this skill would receive an 83%. Then,

like the curricula scores, these rankings were divided into quartiles.

Skills from assessment instrwnents were collated and the weighting of each was

converted into a percentage. These percentages were converted into quartiles in the same

way as the curricula and teachers' rankings. For example, on an assessment instnnnent, if

content could receive between 27 and 30 points out of a total of 100, this was taken as

30%. All skills were arranged into percentages in descending order and then the quartiles

were figured.
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When all rankings from the thr group ere converted into quanile • tb s WCli

cross-referenced and the top quartile was taken as the most heavil WI ~gbted. Th t P two

quartile skills were also considered to be heavily weighted. The next section discusses the

data results from these procedures. Finally. it discusses the relationship betw:n data

and its use for Intensive English Programs..
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Chapter Four

Results and Discussion

The results are shown below in three parts. The fust ection shows a separa d

overview ofthe data.; one from all assessment rubrics. one from all literature source • one

from all curricula, and one from aU teachers. This includes all sub-'sections or categorie~

which were the same for each set ofdata as discussed above. These were: Local Skills

with the sub-sections of rule-based and usage; Global Skills with the sub-sections of

abstract, c-oncrete. and usage; and Orga.n.ization Skills with the sub-sections of introduotion,

body, paragraph, conclusion, and rhetorical forms. The second~fofthe results below

compares the skills across the four areas of data collection. These skills are analyzed to

determine which were: 1) most frequent within one type of data, 2) most common across

sources. Next, these two were cross-referenced to determine which skills were in both

categories (separate data and across data). This detennined which skills were the most

frequent overall.

The last section showed the ratings of skills which were weighted in assessment

instruments, in curricula, and by teachers. Finally, a cross-reference was done between the

most frequent skills and the most highly weighted skiUs to suggest a list of critical skills for

writing. which was the goal of this study.

Literature Source Data

Table 8 shows a portion of the skills collected from the 47 research or pedagogical

literature sources as discussed above. A complete list of all skills mentioned is in
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Appendix F. Tlte skills collated from this data wer· fuos which ere either bein

examined by a particular study were explicitly taught in a textbook, or w re th focus of

discussion in a TESL textbook. No regard was given to whether the implicatio ofthe

skill were negative or positive. The table includes only those skills with a coun ofthree or

more. There were 121 distinct skills men1ioned across all the sources examined. Because

there were 47 sources, the highest possible count anyone skill could receive was 47 if it

were mentioned in every source. The skill which was mentioned most was the skill of

grammar accuracy, which attained a count of 13.

In order to determine which were most common, all scores were listed and the number

of skills which received that score corresponded with them (see Table 7). Then the total

number of scores was divided by four. If the number was not evenly divisible by four, then

the higher scores contained a broader range.

Table 7

Literature

10 different counts divided by 4

counts # of skills
13 1
11.. 1
9 1

counts # ofskills
8 2
6 5
5 11

counts # of skills
4 8
3 16

counts # of skills
2 24
1 53

The highest quartile of skills received between 9 and 13 counts and contained only

three skills: gr~ accuracy (13), coherence devices (11), and word choice (9). The

second highest quartile contained 18 skills with counts ranging from 5 to 8. The next

quartile skills scored either 3 or 4 for a total of 24 skills. The lowest quartile contained 77

skills, which received either 1 or 2 counts. The lowest quartile had the highest number of
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skills. This means that there was ve little consistency in which specifi 51 • 1 we

mentioned in the da1a from the literature sources.

However, little consistency is what might be expected from this type of data

because these studies are not looking at a multitude of skills in the same wa that an

assessment rubric or curriculum developer would. Literature sources data would be

expected to focus on a few skills for each study, so that consistent focus on the same skills

Table 8

Skills from Literature Sources

Organiza.tionSkllls Qrganization SkIll
Introduction Body

8 ''thesis statement" 4 explain main id
3 "introduction formar 3 support of thesis

Global Skills
Abstract

8 coherence
4 cohesion
3 conveys tone

Conclusion Rhetorical Forms
6 restatement 5 "process"
6 gives closure 5 "definition"
3 "conclusion format" 5 "compare/contrast"

5 '''classification''
Paragraph 5 "cause/effect"

6 examples 4 "chronological order"
5 "supporting sent." 4 "ca e study"
4 ''topic sentence" 3 "response"

Usage 3 topic sent.supporl3 "physical description'
3 content demonstrate3 geneRlllzations 3 "narration"

3 details 3 "analysis"

Local Skills
Rule-based

5modmers
5 edit
4 t-units
3 verb tenses
3 clauses Concrete

13 grammar accuracy
Usage 6 "organization"

11 coherence device 6 drafting
9 word choice 5 revision
5 transitions appro 4 prewrfting
5 combining sent. 3 syntactic complexity
4 connectors
3 wording

in all the research data would, in fact, be surprising. This is borne out by the results that

53 skills received only one count and 24 received two. Except for grammar accuracy, all of

the skills with a high frequency in this table dealt with content. Furthennore, in looking at

the top two quartiles, 17 skills were the ideas in the essay and only four were about essay
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structure or rules. This group of s 'Us, from the literature sources,

was the least amount of agreement from consistenc the sow::ces.

Assessment Instruments Data

1he one where there

Unlike skills in the literature, skills from assessment would be expected to

encompass all aspects of an essay. Because of this nature of asses ments, any skill

appearing on an instrument was included in the count. The weighting encountered on

many instruments in dealt with later in the data collection.

Skills collated from assessment instruments, with the exception ofthe one- or two

count skills, are reported by Table 9, below. A complete table is listed in Appendix G.

There were 19 different scores for these skills; therefore the quartiles were detemrined by

dividing 19 by 4 leaving four scores in the lowest quartile and 5 in the highest three

respectively. The possible high score for this data was 26. In this data, there were six skills

in the top quartile or the most common rating. These fell into a range of 17 to 22 mentions.

They were organization (17), spelling (18), details used (18), punctuation (19), clear

expression of ideas (21), and grammar accuracy (22). This higher rate ofagreement was to

be expected since assessment instruments are all looking at a piece of writing as a whole

and evaluating all of its characteristics. Because all assessment instruments are evaluating

the whole essay, we expect more similarities. It is interesting to note that ofthe six skills

with the highest counts, "details used" and " clear expression of ideas" are content skills,

whereas, the other fOUI address structural aspects of the essay. Furthermore, in the next

lower quartile were eleven skills which addressed ideas and six addressed form or essay
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structure. These received counts between 10 and 15. This lends support for th opinion

that ESL professionals believe that content is more important than form. Th third qua.rtile

Table 9

Skills from Assessment Instruments

LOCAL SKILLS
Usage

11 precise vocabulary used
10 transitions appropriate
09 complex structure
05 simple .tructur~

Rule-,based
19 punctuation
18 spelling
15 accurate sentence structure
12 caplta#zation
05 SVagreement

GLOBAL SKILLS
Usage

21 clear expression of ideas
12 variety of vocabulary used
11 addresses prompt
05 "ideas balanced with support"
05 content demonstrated

Abstract
10 unity
09 fluency
05 voice
05 succinctness
05 purpose
04 cohesion
04 audience
03 synthesize

Concrete
22 grammar accuracy
17 "organization"
08 paragraphing appropriate
08 mechanics
04 variety of sentence structure
04 paragraph length

ORGANIZAliON SKILLS
Rhetorical Forms

05 "argument"

Introduction

Body
14 support of thesis
10 generalizations
06 ideas smoothly change

Paragraph
18 details used
15 topic sentence suppol1t
11 sequence logical
07 expand ideas
05 "supporting sentences"

Conclusion
07 "conclusion format"

skills received between 5 and 9 counts and there were 15 skills in this division.

The lowest quartile of skills had a range ofbetween 1 and 4 mentions for a total of

41 skills. Unlike the data from the literature, the number of skills in the bottom quartile did

not overwhelm the numbers in the other three quartiles. Even though it did not produce

overwhelming numbers, there was still a large amount of disagreement amongst assessment
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instruments as to what skills were being valued' even though agreemen: w: considetabl

higher,than the literature data. This is not what is desired amongs asessmen .. W would

hope that assessments are rating similar skiUs. Because there is much variance, this

supports the notion suggested above, that there is much disagreement about what good

writing is and what skills are required for it These results reinforce the necessity for this

study.

Curricula Data

Table 10 displays the abilities included in the data taken from the curricula of

intensive centers. Skills were taken from the objectives for each level. The fact that some

skills appeared in more than one level is accounted for in the data collection ofweighted

skills later in this research.

As in the previous tables, no skills receiving one or two counts is displayed. A

complete table is in Appendix H. Similar to the two previous collections, a high number of

skills ( 46 out of 103) from curricula were mentioned by merely one or two institutions. In

fact, 30 of these were only included by one school and 16 skills were included by only two.

Quartiles were detennined by dividing 13 (total number of scores) by 4 so that aU quartile

held 3 scores except the highest which had 4. Since the lowest quartile from the curricula

skills contained the highest number ofskills, 58, it becomes evident that most of the skills

in this lowest quartile were those with between 1 and 3 counts. This gives even more

support than did the assessment for the assumptions made above that there is little

agreement u~n which skills writers need to learn to become good writers. The second

quartile contained 14 skills and received between 4 and 6 counts. 25 Skills receiving
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between 7 and 9 counts fell into the third quartile. The following six. skills in. the top

quartile, or the most common skills, were topic sentence supported (16), transitions

Table 10

Skills from Curricula

Organization Skills
Paragraph

16 topic sent. supp.
06 ''topic sentence"
06 sequence logical
05 examples
06 detalls
04 "concluding sent."
04 expand ideas

Conclusion
11"conclusion fonnat'

Organization Skills
Rhetorical Fonns

10 "cause/effect"
09 "compare/contrast"
07 "narration"
07 "description"
07 "argument/support"
06 "process"
06 "classification"
05 "persuasion"
05 "essayfonnat"
04 "analysis"
03 "response essay"
03 "expository"
03 "definition essay"

Body
08 "body developed"
08 support of thesis

Global Skills
Usage

Concrete Introduction
07 "organization" 11 "introduction tonnat"
07 "outlining" 09 "thesis statement"
07 grammar accuracy 04 narrow SUbject in inti
05 paragraphing app.
05 revision
04 mechanics
03 essay length

Local Skills
Rule-based

11 reference cited app.
08 punctuation
06 spelling accurate
06 accurate sent.struc.
05 edit
05 capitalization
04 SVagreement

Abstract
09 summarize
07 paraphrase
07 audience
06 purpose
06pre~writing

04 unity
Usage 04 style

12 transitions appropriat~04 coherence
04 compound sentences 03 synthesize
03 word usage accurate 03 fluency
03 vocabular;y 03·coheslon
03 simple sentences
03 connectors
03 complex sentences

appropriate (12), reference cited appropriately (11), introduction format (11), conclusion

format (11), and cause/effect (10). These received between 10 and 16 counts.

Finally, the curricula skills fell overwhelmingly in the content area if one looks at the

two upper quartiles. Of these skills, 25 concerned content issues while only five addressed

did not. Again, this reflects the resul.ts of the literature data very closely. This agrees with
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the data from the literature and assessment which shows more importance of content skills

than those directed at structure or fonn.

Teacher Commentary Data

Table 11 includes the skills from the data collected from teachers. Skills collated

here were taken from the first mention ofthe skill in each interview. There were skills

which were mentioned more than once by the same teacher. In order to account for the fact

that some skills seemed more impo}.1ant than others, a weightedness rating was done by

teachers after the interview as discussed below.

This table also is not a complete list as it omits skills with scores ofone-or two.

These are shown in the complete table in Appendix I. This data contained 10 different

scores so quartiles were arrived at in exactly the same way as the literature quartiles were.

Again, there were six skills in the top quartile. These six skills occurred between 10 and 8

times. These were fluency, topic sentence, thesis statement, word order, vocabulary, and

support. The high-average quartile of the teacher data contained] 7 skills having scores

between 7 and 5_ The low-average quartile held 36 and had scores of3 or 4. As in all

other data sources, the quartile with the most skills was the lowest with 67 skills. These

were skills only receiving one or two counts

The data here are similar to the assessment data. This could be perhaps because

there is a close relationship between what is taught and what is assessed; whereas teachers

do not always teach what the curriculum tells them to teach. Furthennore, fewer teachers

are aware of research trends or varieties of textbooks than are curriculum writers. Out of.
the top two quartiles, six of the skills dealt with form or essay structure while the other 17
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Table 11

Skills from Teacher Commentary

LOCAL SKILLS
Rule-based

09 word order
06 clauses
05 punctuation
05 capitalization
04 spelling
04 references cited app.
03 v.erb tenses
03 modifiers
03 edit

Usage
08 vocabulary
06 transitions appropriate
05 word choice
05 complex sentence
04 accurate sent. struc.
04 repetitions
04 hooks
03 simple sentence
03 compound sentence
03 complete sentence

GLOBAL SKILLS
Abstract

10 fluency
06 paraphrase
05 unity
05 substance
04 write clearly
04 coherence
03 generating ideas

Concrete
07 paragraph length
06 grammar accuracy
05 summarize
OA academic language
04 essay length
03 variety of structures
03 "practice"
03 "outlining"

Usage
04 integration of sources
03 plagiarism
03 content demonstrated
03 addresses prompt

ORGANlZAliON SKILLS
Introduction

09 ''thesis statement"
06 attention getter
05 narrow subject In intro.
04 introduce topic
03 "background"

Body
06 support of thesis

Paragraph
09 "topic sentence"
08 "support"
04 sentence order logical
04 "paragraph form"
04 "concluding sentence"
03 explain
03 examples

Conclusion
06 gives closure
05 restatement
04 "conclusion format"

Rhetorical Forms
05 "essay format"
03 "descriptive"
03 "compare/contrasf'
03 "cause/effect"

concerned content matters. It is noteworthy that assessment also had six skills with form

and essay structure which exhibits an even closer relationship between teachers and

assessment. As far as the type of skills showing most agreement, teachers favored content

skills over other abilities. This makes all four data sources agree with the methodological

trend away from form and toward content~ supporting process approaches over product.
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Skills Found in High-Middle Quartile ofOne Data owe

Table 12 contains skills found in the high-middle quartile of one data source. For

Table 12

Most Common Skills in High-Middle Quartile of at Least One Data Source

Local Skills
Rule-based

word order
reference cited app.
punctuation
spelling
accurate sent. struc.
capitalization
modifiers
edft
clauses

Usage
transitions app.
vocabulary
precise voc.
coherence devices
word choice
combining sents.
complex sents.

Global Skills
Abstract

fluency
summarize
unity
coherence
paraphrase
audience
substance

Conaete
grammar accuracy
"organization"
"paragraph length"
drafting
revision
"outlining"

Usage
addresses prompt

Organization Skills
Introduction

"thesis statement"
"introduction fOnTIat"
narrow topic in intra.
attention getter

Body
support of thesis
body developed
generalizations

Paragraph
details used
topic .ent, supported
''topic sentence"
"support"
sequence logical

Organization Skills
Conclusion

"conclusion format"
restatement
gives closure

Rhetorical Forms
"cause/effect"
"compare/contrasf'
"process"
"definition"
"narration"
"description"
"argument"
"essay format"

example, the skill of "fluency" was the highest scoring skill from the teacher commentary.

Therefore, it fell into the top two quartiles of that data source. Of the skills found on Table

Seven, thirty-two of these skills came from the assessment instruments. The curriculum

data contributed 20. Twenty-three skills came from the teacher commentary, and 21 were

from the literature data. Many ofthese were found in more than one type of data.

Altogether there were 54 skills which fell into the top two quartiles of the data. These
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fifty-four skills were used with the top quartile skills in Tabl 12 0 atis thi sec ion'

contribution toward identification of critical skills.

Most Common Skills in Highest Quartile ofOne Data Source

Table 13 included only those skills in the first quartile of one type of data. In the group

of skills from teachers, a count of eight was sufficient for inclusion in this table. For

assessment, a count of 17 was considered the beginning ofthe top quartil . A score, ,of ten

in the curriculum group was needed. In the literature data, five was the number required.

When we look only at the top quartile of data from each source, it must be noted that skills

concerning form had very similar numbers; six skills are"mentioned in both teacher aDd

assessment data, five skills are in the top quartile in curricula, and in the literature, four.

These two tables, Table 12 and 13, show the skills found in the top quartile ofone

data source and skills found in the top two quartiles of a single data source. They represent

a comprehensive list from the first section ofmy analysis for critical skills. These are the

skills which were used for the final data analysis with cross-referenced skills and weighted

skills.

Most Common Skills Across the Four Sources ofData

The next set of data, in Table 14, cross-references all four databases to

determine the amount of consensus across data types, regardless of how often the skill was

mentioned in any single source type. A single mention of a skill was sufficient for it to be

included, if it was mentioned at least once in the three or four source types. Those skills
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found only in one or two sources of data were e cluded as this corresponds t th 10 t

two quartiles of the data On! those skills in the top wo quartiles weT considered

Table 13

Most Common Skills in Highest Quartile of at Least One Data Source

Local Skills
Rule-based

punctuation

spelling
reference cited
app

Usage
transitions
appropo.
word choice
vocabulary
coherence
devjces

Global Skills
Abstract

fluency

Concrete

grammar accuracy
"organization"

Usage
writes clearty

Organization Skills

Introduction

"introduction format"
narrow subje.ct in
intro
introduce topic

Body

support of thesis,
,generalizations

Organization Skills
Paragraph

topic entenee
supp.
details used

Conclusion
"conclusion fonnet"

Rhetorical Forms
"cause/effect"

common Therefore, if they were found in three or foW" data sources the skills were

included. There was a significant gap in the number of skills included in the group

appearing in three or four databases and those included in only one or two of the sources.

This gap is why I detennined to consider those included in the three or four group to be

significant.

Table ]4 shows the skills which occurred in all four areas of source information. Of

the Local Skills, five were found in all four sources ofdata. Furthermore, 14 skills from

the Global area were mentioned in all four groups of data. An additional nine skills from

the Organization category were also included in all four sources. These 28 skills can be

said to have the highest consensus at 100%. Eighteen of these were content skills and the
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other 10 were format or structure skills. This set of data sUpjJOrts one argument cited in th

review of the literature that professionals feel more strong) about content than fonn.

There were other skills in Table ]4 which onl appeared on this table. Th e were

skills which had a low frequency within a particular database, but which had a high rate of

consensus when all sources were cross-referenced. Included in this group were:

Table 14

Skills Occurring in All Four Sources ofData

Literature, Teacher Commentary, Assessments, Curricula

LOCAL SKILLS
Usage

transitions appropriate
wording

Rule-:based
references cited appropriate
edit

GLOBAL SKILLS
Usage

addresses prompt
demonstrates content

Abstract
fluency
purpose
cohe ion
audience
style
coherence

Concrete
grammar accuracy
par.agraphing appropriate
mechanics
variety of sentence struc.
"outlining"
revision

ORGANIZATION SKILLS
Rhetorical Fonns

"argument"
"essay format"

Introduction
narrow subj ct in intro.

Body
support of thesis

Paragraph
detaUs used
expand ideas
"supporting sentenoes"
"topic sentence"

Conclusion
"conclusion fonnat"
restatement

addresses prompt, demonstrates content, cohesion, style, wording, edit, advantage!

disadvantage, synthesize, voice, modifiers, verb tenses, connectors, coordination,

subordination, and chronological. Of these, eight address content skills and the other four
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are grammar skills. Again, there is support here for the change from importanc ofcon ent

overfonn.

Most Common Skills Across Three Sources ofData

The second group of skills which indicated consensus across the data were those

which occurred in three of the four source areas. These skills are shown in Table 15. It is

interesting to note that of the sub-skills listed. four only £ontained one skill which qualified

across three sources and one sub-skill had none. The three largest sub-skill areas were

Rule-based skills, Rhetorical Fonns, and Abstract Skills. The first of these had eight

Table 15

Most Common Skills in Three ofData Sources

LOCAL SKILLS
Usage

connectors

Rule-based
punctuation
spe/ling
capitalization
word order
subordination
coordination
verb tenses
modifiers

GLOBAL SKILLS
Usage

integration of sources

Cona-ete
"organization"

GLOBAL SKILLS
Abstract

unity
paraphrase
yolce
succinctness
summarize
synthesize
style

ORGANlZATlON SKILLS
Rhetorical Forms

"compare/contrast"
"cause/effect"
"process"
"persuasion"
"narration"
"chronological"
"advantage/disadvantage"
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ORGANIZATION SKILLS
Introduction

attention getter
"thesis statement"

Body

Paragraph
topic sentence supported
sequence logical
"supporting sentences"
"concluding sentence"
examples

Conclusion
gives closure
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listings while the following two held se en skills. There were 33 5 "lIs total included. Of

these, only nine addressed form. These were: punctuation, spelling, capitalization, word

order, oTganizatio~ subordination, coordination, verb tenses, and modifi.ers. All of the

other skills within this category concerned content or the way that cont nt was ed.

Most Common Skills

In order to have a comprehensive list ofmost common skills from both types of data

analysis done above, I combined the four data charts shown above: Table 12, 13, 14 and

15. This combination ofskills is contained in Table 16. Eight skills were included in the

top quartile ofone data source and across the data. These were transitions appropriate,

references cited appropriately, fluency, grammar accuracy, narrows s11bject in introduction,

support of thesis, details used, and conclusion fonnat. The next highest frequency skills

were in four of the data sources and in the high-middle quartile of one data source. These

18 skills were transitions appropriate, references cited appropriately, edit, addresses

prompt, audience, coherence, grammar accuracy, outlining, revision, argument/support,

essay format, narrows subject in introduction, support of thesis, details used, conclusion

format, and restatement. Also, in this second group ofmos! common skills were those

which were found in three data sources and in the top quartile of one data source. There

were only four of these: punctuation, spelling, organization, and cause/effect.

The next or third most comnion group were skills which were in the high-middle

quartile of one data source, and which also occurred in three of the data sources. The

sixteen whicb fell into this description were word order, modifiers, unity, paraphrase,

summarize, compare/contrast, process, narration, attention getter, thesis statement, topic
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sentence supported, sequence logical, supporting sentences examples and gives closur .

These three groups ofhigh frequency skills are shown in Table 16.

These data, Table 16, collate information from the first two sections of the data

analysis. It combines the highest frequency skills found in each individual sourc ofdata

with those skills which either three or four of the sources had in common.

Table 16

Most Common Skills Cross-Referenced from

Separate Data Groups and Across All Data Groups

"definition"

Organization Skills
Conclusion

gives closure
restatement
"conclusion format"

Body
support of th ,.
generalizations
body developed

Global Skills
Usage

addresses prompt
demonstrates content
writes cleany

Paragraph
expands ideas
sequence logical

Organization Skills Rhetorical Forms
Introduction "narration"

att ntion getter "description"
narrows subject in intro. "argument"
introduce topic "process"
"thesis statement" "persuasion"
"introduction fonnat" "essay fonnel"

"chronological"
"advantage/disad".
"cause/effect"
"compare/contresf'

"concluding sentence"
''topic sentence"
examples
details'used
topic sentence support
"supporting sentencas"

Concrete
grammar accuracy

Global Skills
Abstract

unity
substat:1ce
coherence
paraphrase
audience
purpose
fluency
summarize
cohesion
style
succinctness
synthesiz.e

Local Skills
Rule-based

clauses
punctuation
capitalization
spelling
reference cited app.
sentence structure
word order
edit
modifl6rs
verb tenses
coordination
subordination

Usage
transitions
appropo.
word choice "organization"
complex sentence "outlining"
preci8e vocabulary paragraphing app.
vocabulary revision
wording mechanics
connectors paragraph length
coherence devices drafting
combining sents. vaJiety of sent. struc.
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Weighted Skills

Another consideration which must be taken into account is that all skills are not

given the same importance by assessment instruments, by teachers, or within curricula. Of

the 26 assessment rubrics examined here, four had weighted scoring. All of the curricula

used had skills which were repeated at two or more levels. Furthermore, when teachers

were interviewed, many of them stressed certain skills or repeated some skills indicating

that they felt some were more important than others. 10 order to capture this difference in

emphasis, an actual rating sheet was filled out by the teachers after the interviews were

conducted (see Appendix K). Table 17 shows the results of the most heavily weighted

skills.

The majority of the top quartile skills deal with the structure of the essay. Seven of the

thirteen skills in this division concern the manner in which an essay is constructed rather

than the ideas contained within it. These are shown in parenthesis. Six skills, transitions

appropriate, summarize, compare/contrast, content demonstrated, gives closure, and

introduces topic concern the transmission of ideas by the writer. These are shown. in bold

type.

In the group of the 2nd quartile skills, a minority of 5 skills out of26 deals with

essay structure. Six ofthese are skills which can be taught by learning or following a role

so are rule-based skills shown in italics. The last group are content skills. Therefore, these

two groups of weighted skills leave contradicting conclusions. The top quartile skills

suggest that essay structure holds approximately the same importance as content, while the
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TJlble 17

Most Heavil eighted Skills

from Assessment, Curricula, and Teacher Commentary

Top quartile
Content Skills
content demonstrated
support of thesis
introduces topic
transitions appropriate
summarize
giyes closure

Essay Structure Skills
"body developed"
"thesis statement"
"conclusion format"
"introduction fonnat"
"organization"
"compare/contrast"
"topic sentence"

2nd Quartile
Rul&-Based Skills
references cited appropriately
sentence structure
edit
grammar accuracy
verb tenses
word order

Content Skills
audience
paraphrase
pre-writing
substance
coherence
sequence logical
Yocabulary

2nd Quartile cont.
Content Skills cont.
integration of sources
word.choic
generalizations
cohesion
synthesize
writes clearty
narrows subject in
Introduction

Essay Structure Skills
"essay format"
"argument"
"paragraph fonn"
"narration"
"cause/effect"

2nd quartile ofskills seems to suggest that content skills are more important than either

essay structure skills or rule-based skills.

Frequency and Weightedness Data Comhined

The final step in the data analysis was to combine the charts of highest frequency

Table 16 and that ofmost heavily weighted skills, Table 17. This gives a fina] combination

of skills which were considered significant according to the criteria set out for this research.

This final cross-referencing of skills is displayed in Table 18.

All of the 38 skins from Table 17, the most heavily weighted skills, were also

found in the highest frequency table, Table 18, except for four skills. These were: thesis

statement, pre-writing, integration of sources, and paragraph form. When doing an
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opposite C01'QParison, there were man: more ski1 s on the mos common tabl thaQ. on

the weighted compilation, 75. Forty ofthes 'ere not included amon th ed

skills. Because the appearance of so many skills from the weight d results ar tho$' n this

final cross-lieferencing table, no new conclusions can be drawn. Man: of thes skills fit the

definition ofmanipulating text defined in the introduction to this paper. Hower, some,

for instance the abstract skills of cohesion and substance, are not abilities which CaD b

defined as the manipulation of text. This proposes the problem of whether or not all skills

Table 18

Most Common & Most Highly Weighted Skills

Organization Skills Rhetorical Forms
Introduction "narration"

narrows ·subject In Intro. "argument"
introduce topic "essay format"
"introduction fonnat" "cause/effect"

Local Skills
Rule-based

references cited
app.
sentence structure
word order
edit
verb tenses

Usage
transitions
appropriate
word choice
vocabulary

Global Skills
Abstract

substance

coherence
par.aphrase
audience
summarize
cohesion
synthesize

Concrete
grammar accuracy
"organization"

Global ,Skills
Usage

demonstrates content

writes clearly

Paragraph
sequence Ibgical
"topic sentence"

Org nization Skills
Condusion

gives closure

"conclusion format"

"compare/contra.s1"

Body
support of the Ie
generaUz one
body developed

included in the data are, in fa.ct, skins as defined by this paper. Perhaps some skills good

writers acquire, they acquire from exposure to good text and practice in writing rather from

overt teaching. It seems that these skins should be included in a skills based curriculum
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because oftheir importance, but tba the mus be eserved for students whose Ian

pr:oficiency is more advanced, thus, allowing them t understand th abstrac· conc pts.

This final list contained in Table 18 can be said to be those fittin thl ctit . for

this study ofmost critical skills. In fae the final data ff0m th two. data

collection, frequency and weightedness, rna be more representative of skills h Id

important by all concerned.

.,

Summary and Discussion

These findings substantiated the supposition that there is little a,greement amongst

educated sources as to what 'constitutes skills needed for good writing.. :&'urthermorc. they

also upheld the idea that the two distinct schools of thought in composition theory, that of

product versus process, still holds a significant sway on what skills are present in

classrooms and research. Because both content skills and those dealing with form or essay

structure were found to be linked with product and process theory. In addition, they lend

support for the foundation of a skills-based-formula option for compo ition curriculum

writers. Th.ese types of skills were present as most common skills in one data source, as

most common skills across data sources, as most highly weighted sources, and as skills

resulting from the final cross-referencing of aU three ofthese data.. These four collations of

skills may be used to outline a nine step. recursive, skills-based curriculum suggested for

short-term Intensive English Programs.

A structured curriculum can be sequenced by the availability of tlte lists of skills

collated above. Such sequencing seems justified by some researchers. The ACTFL

Proficiency Guidelines define a sequence ofglobal abilities many professionals feel L2
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students follow in their development (Valdes. t a1. 1992). Sequencin of skill also

suggested by Kern and Schultz 1992 when the found that French studen .0

writing in English acquired "coordination first, then subordination, then clause reduction".

Cooper (1981) also found that syntactic complexity occurs in a TOU seqUi n . The

reports support schools which are based upon sequencing ofclasse from leas to most

difficult. Furthennore, since skills mastered in sequence is the basis of matriculation,

cUJ'liiculum writers must ensure that there is some type of progression ofskills.

In using the skills from the·table (Table 1.8) ofmost common 'and mostheavily

weighted skills to design curricula, one must also ,add skills which are components of kills

contained here. It is impossible'to teach the.skill "sequence logical" without including the

teaching of supporting sentences and perhaps concluding sentences. Because of the global

nature ofmany of these skills, it is necessary to include other skills from the lists which led

to this final one. Another reason to include more skins than those contained in Table 18 is

the fact that there are not enough skills here to encompass nine levels of writing instruction

as is found in many intensive programs. Therefore, by including the kills which

contribute to the final list of skills, a complete set of objectives for these multi-leveled

schools can be attained.

In the list ofskills in Table 18, there are many grammar rules' skills which should

be confined to Levelland 2 classes. Of course students make many grammatical mistakes

throughout their writing development. However, this research seeks to address those

specific skins which are normally taught in writi.ng classes where grammatical skills are

often taught in classes separate from writing. Therefore, the following suggested

curriculum addresses mostly non-grammatical skills from the tistof most common and
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most heavily weighted group of skills (Table 1'8 . It also draws skill from Table 16 and 17

for those skills, needed to form the foundation ofTable 18 skills or contribt.rte to tb

teaching thereof

Most skills are recycled at least once in another level to ensure practice of learned

skills and to reinforce the idea that all skills should be added to those previously learned.

Skills in bold are new skills for that level. By having a combination new and learn. d skills,

students can begin writing as a continuation of the last class they had rather than as an

entirely new course. This gives them confidence and more control over what their grade is

since they are not only relying on new infonnation to earn a grade but they can also rely on

previously formed schema as they often do in other types ofclasses.

Level 101

sentence structure/word order
combining sentences
simple'connectors
narra,tionlp ragnapbs
generalizations
exam,ples
physical description/modifiers
capitalization
punctuation
spelling
editing
verb tenses

Level 103
topic sentence
supporting sentences
unity
topic sentence supported
seqlJence logical
caDseleffectlparagraph
advJlDtage/dislparagraph
penuasionlargumentlparagraph
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Level 102

sentence structure/word order
topic sentence
supporting sentences
sequence logical
physical d eIliptionJ araraph
proces Iparagraph
compare/contr t1,paragraph
editing
connectors
coordinationlsubo,rdioa '00

paragraph length
unity
topic sentence supported
paragraph form

Level 104
introdu.etion format
attention getter
narrows subject in introduction
introduces topic/generaJizations
thesis "statement
essay format - 1 body paragraph
conclusion format
restatement



editing
connectors
paragraph length
expand ideas
details used
concluding sentence
complex sentences
coD1bining sentences/revision

Level 105
ess~y format/intro/body/concl
thesis statement
support of thesis
body developed
orgauizationJoutlining
narrative/chronological essay
descriptive essay
addresses prompt
writes .clearly
paraphrase
summarize
cohesion
vocabulary
edit
reVlSlOn
paragraphing appropriate
advantage/disadvantage es ay

Level 107
essay format/introlbody/concl
tbesis 'statement varieties
demonstrates content
paraphrase
Slnnmanze
writes clearly
transitional devices
coherence devioes
audience
substance
precise vocabulary
wording/revision
edit
cause/effect essay

l08

gives closure
compare/contra t/intro/concl
descriptiontnt :o/concJ
adldis/intro/concJ
cause/effectJintro/conc1
persuasioDiargulintro/concl
edit
reViSIon

Level 106
essay fonnatlintrolbody/con 1
thesis statement
support of thesis
addresses prompt
demonstrates content
process essay
compare/contrast: ay
paraphrase
summanze
writes clearly
cohesion
precise vocabulary
edit
reVISlOn
paragraphing appropriate
word choice
vari.ety of sentence structur
transitional devic
organization/outlining

Level 108
essay format/intro/body/concl
thesis stateme1ilt ,arietie
synthesizes content
paraphrase
summarIze
writes de8.J\ly
integration of sources
referenccited appropriateiy
purpose
audience
substance
argument/persuasion es-say
precise vocabulary
wording/revision
edit



essay format/intro/body/concl
thesis statement varieties
synthesizes content
paraphrase
summanze
writes clearly
integration of sources
references cited appropriately
purpose

Level 109
wording/revision
fluenc
sty'le
succinctness
definition .essa
edit
precise vocabulary
substance
audience

The above skills, whether considered essential or not, are afirst step in providin

curriculum writers and teachers with a fmner foundation of specific elements to teach

writing students. They provide clearer objectives. for students as they try to impmve their

writing by understanding where their deficiencies lie as well as their strengths. These

skills, furthermore, provide a more dependable, consistent way to assign grades in a

manner that enhances instruction and leads to confidence for students in their writing

abilities.

Conclusion

This final list from Table 18 is not in reality, final. Rather it is a preliminary list of

skills which can be expanded into a structured curriculwn teaching writing 'l1s as

strategies in the manner that reading sIriUs are taught. We do not try to grade a student's

reading comprehension because we can not.teach him to ,comprehend. We teach him

reading skills and then grade his ability to use those skiUs. In the same manner; we should

not grade the students' abilities to produce comprehensible output because we can not teach

him how to be a good writer.
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We should teach 'him writing skills and then grade his abill to exhibit the e "Us

in his composition. "An assessment of written e pressio needs rocon iei reach of the

components ofwritten expression that a student bas been taught' (Bmdle -Johnson &

Lesiak, 1989) and not sk:ills which have not been specifically addressed in .tha elas or in

prerequisite courses. In addition, curriculum writers should also take into consideration

what type ofevaluation methods or testing that teachers will use in the cour ing

designed because of the effects ofbackwash. Historically, there has been much ta' about

teaching to a test, and yet, is it really fair not to specifically teach all elements which ar to

be graded? This is especially true for grading writing where typically all elerrrenJ of a

good composition are graded on every assignment whether these traits have been taught in

that class or not. Yet, in a grammar class, no one would ever consider putting grammar

which had not been taught in the class on a test. Grading all composition elements seems

extremely unfair for beginning and intermediate classes where students have not been

exposed to all aspects ofEnglish academic writing. Therefore, curriculum writers should

provide objectives which can fit easily into a well-structured scoring rubric and only skills

which have been taught should be on that rubric. Only in advanced classes where students

have been taught all possible writing strategies should a composition be graded as a whole.

The overall goal of this research, then, was to identify the abilities which

composition professionals believe are necessary to produce good writing for an Intensive

English Program curriculum. Identification of these skills contributes to defIning

objectives for classes so that there is some control over what is taught in the classroom. In

addition, some consistency among teachers and courses can be maintained. It, furthermore,

allows for control of grading and teaching time which is severely limited in an IEP.
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While these considerations are true for .alilanguage schools thi paper focused

specifically on IEP schools. Critical writing skills obviousJ are important for e e

composition program~ but the special context of IEPs severely limits the number of

concepts which can be taught within any class. Therefore, it becomes even more important

that all ofthe most crucial writing skills be covered and the less crucial saved for extra time

when possible. Furthennore, in considering these essential writing skills in the same

manner as reading skills, a more efficient outlook on instruction and assessment has been

suggested. In conclusion, a list of critical writing skills has been initiated by this research

in order to begin the basis for a more concise, theoretically sound, and easily usable

composition curriculum.
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APPENDIXE

APPENDIX A

Textbook Contributors of Skills to Literature Data

The Process of Composition
The Process ofParagraph Writing
Write to Be Read
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AppendixB

Oontributors of As essmentData

Assessment instruments from TESL text books for graduate students:

Holistic Scoring, (Cohen, 1994)

Analytic Scoring, (Cohen, 1994)

Primary-Trait Scoring, (Cohen, 1994)

Multi-trait Scoring, (Cohen, 1994)~

Assessment instruments from articles or books from the review ofthe literature above:

Advanced Reading and Composing for Nonnative Speakers Scoring Guide for Timed

Writing 3 (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998)

ESL Paragraph rating scale (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998,)

ENSL 1405--Advanced English Writing Skills for the Social Sciences: Evaluation

Criteria for Revised Writing Assignments (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998)

Essay Rating Profile (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998)

Holistic Scoring Scale, (Wolcott & Legg, 1998)

Diederich's analytic scale, (Faigley & others, 1985)

Individual Student Analysis Version, (Florida, 1990)

Scoring Guide, (Wolcott & Legg, 1998)

Peter Elbow's grid, (Elbow, 1993)

Boise State University grid, (Leahy, 1992)

Science Portfolio Assessment Guide for ElementaIy School, (Legg, 1994)

Sample Holistic Scoring Guide, (White, 1994)

Standardized writing tests for placement ofLEP students:
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Oklahoma School Testing Program Overall Score. Oklahoma. 1 4)

Oklahoma School Testing Program Analytic SCOT , (Oklahoma, 1994)

The Direct Writing Assessment, (Direct 2001)

International English Language Testing System Academic and General Training

Writing Exam, (IELTS, 2000)

The Language Assessment Scales Writing Component, (Duncan & de Avila, 1988)

Michigan Writing Assessment Scoring Guide, (Ramp-Lyons 1991)

The TOEFL Test of Written English, (Test, 2001)~

Achievement assessments for classroom use:

Final Exam Evaluation Sheet, (Final, 1999)

ESL Composition Profile, (ESL, 2001)

Checklist for Composition (Frank, 1990)

Composition Evaluation, (Composition, 1999)
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APPEND C

ContributingJntensive EnElish Programs

The schools which contributed curricula were :

Proprietary Schools with a 4-week cycle and 9 levels.

ELS Language Centers, Oklahoma City University

Edmond Language Institute, University of Central Oklahoma

Tulsa Language Institute; Tulsa University

Shawnee Language Institute, Oklahoma Baptist University

Chester Language Institute, Widenour University

Orlando Language Institute

Semester programs at universities with a 15 week cycle.

Intensive English Language Institute, University of North Texas (7 levels)

American Language Program, Ohio State University (6 levels)

English Language Institute, The University ofBritish Columbia (3 levels)

American Language Institute, California State University - Long Beach (level 6)

Intensive English Language Program, The University of Findlay (4 levels)

Intensive English Language Institute, Utah State University (61evels - only level 3 and

level 4 included here)

Intensive English Language Center, The University of Nevada - Reno (4 levels)

Semester university LEP programs with a 15 week cycle

Oklahoma State University (2 classes)

Lewis & Clark College (2 classes)
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AppendixD

Interviewed Teachers' Qualifications

Teacher A

Teaching assistant at Oklahoma State University

Teaching LEP freshman English

BA in English working on MA in lESL

experience unknown ..'

TeacherB

University professor at intensive language center at University of Nevada, Reno

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

Ph.D.in English

experience 13 years

TeaoherC .. 1

Senior instructor at proprietary intensive program at Oklahoma City University

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

BA in French with minor in English

experience 10 years

TeacherD

Instructor at proprietary intensive program at Oklahoma City University

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

BA in English

experience 5 years

TeacherE
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Adjunct.at Oklahoma City University

Teaching business English to LEP master level students

BA in English, MA in TESL

experience 4 years

TeacherF . I

Instructional Specialist at intensive English progrmn at 0 ahoma City University

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

BA in English and Drama, MA in Drama

experience 35 years'

Teacher G

Director ofCourses at intensive English program at Oklahoma City University

Supervise ESL teachers and program

BA in English with hours of graduate work in TESL

experience 28

TeacherH

Instructor at intensive English program at Oklahoma City University

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

BA in English, MA in TESL

experience 2 years

Teacher I

Instructor at public middle school

Teaching English, ESL, and vocal

BA in English, MA in voice
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experience 7 years

Teacher J

Instructor at intensive English program at Oklahoma City University

Teaching LEP students in preparation for university entrance

BA in elementary education

experience in elementary education - 25 years, ESL - 3 years

TeacherK

Adj unct TESL instructor at Oklahoma City University

Teaching masters TESL classes

BA in religion, MA in TESL "

experience 8 years

Teacher L

Adjunct ESL writing instmctor at Oklah,Oma 'City University

Teaching LEP undergraduate writing

BA in secondary English education, MA in TESL

experience 15 years

..
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APPEND E

Collap ed Tenns

L

LocaJlGtammar Skills (Rule-based)

1. able to reference sources> references cited appropriatejy~ 2. Agreement> SV

agreement~ 3 adverbs and adjectives > modifiers~

Local/Grammar Skills (Usage)

4. Signal words> transitions approriate~

Organization Skills (Introduction)

5. Thesis of opinion or intent> thesis statement; 6. Perspect-iv.e begins broad and

focuses> narrow subject within introduction.;

Organization Skills (Body)

7. Thesis statement development> support of thesis;

Organization Skills (Conclusion)

8. Paraphrasing in conclusion> restatement;

Organization SkiHs (paragraph)

9. Specifics used> details; 10. Controlling idea> topic sentence; 11. Explain main

idea> topic sentence supported; 12. Elaboration and paragraph expansion> expand

idea; 13. Supporting techniques and supporting opinions> supporting sentences~ 14.

Evidence and emphasis> supporting sentences~ 15. Paragraph development> topic

sentence supported;

Organization SkiJls (Rhetorical Fonns)
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16. Situationlproblem/solutionlconclusion and problem solving> case stud . 17.

Persuasive> argument/support; 18. Narration technique > narration' 19. De cription

techniques> description; 20. Demonstrates expected format> essay f01lIlll'

Global/Content Skills (Abstract)

21. Comprehensibility> coherence; 22. Communicative quality> fluency' 23.

Rhetorical connectedness> cohesion;

GlobaUContent Skills (Usage)

24. Report information or other peoples' ideas> integration of sources;

GlobaUContent Skills (Concrete)

25. Shows new idea in new paragraph> paragraphing appropriate.
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Appendix F

Skills from Literature Sources

Local Skills
Rule-based

5 modifiers
5 edit
4 t-units
3 verb tenses
3 clauses

Global Skills cont.

Concrete
13 grammar accuracy
6 organization
6 drafting
5 revision

Organization Skills

Introduction
8 thesis statement
3 introduction format
2 background information
1 narrow subject within
introduction

Rhetorical Forms
5 process
5 definition
5 compare/contrast
5 classification
5 causeleffect
4 chronological order
4 case study
3 response
3 physical descr:iption

Paragraph
6 examples
5 supporting sentences

3 narration

Body
4 explain main ideas
3 support of thesis
1 body

Conclusion
6 restatement
6 gives closure
3 conclusion format
1 all-inclusive statements
1 connect concl. to body

4 topic sentence
3 topic sentence supported
3 generalizations
3 details
2 expand ideas
1 concluding sentences
1 facts

Usage
3 content demonstrated
2 show complete thought
development
2 sentence length
2 integration of sources
2 present solutions
2 paragraph reordering
2 paragraph refining
2 clarifying information
1 use personal experience
1 use of alternate arguments
1 propositional development
1 persuasive language
1 oversimplification
1 ornate language
1 language with precision
1 knowledge transformation
1 hedging
1 essay length
1 connect reading to experience
1 addresses prompt

Global Skills

2 verbals 4 prewriting
2 subordination 3 syntactic complexity
2 references cited appropriately 2 variety of sentence types
2 passive voice 2 use of correct spelling
2 coordination 2 paragraphing appropriate
1 use of reporting verbs 2 outlining
1 parallel structure 1 variation of discourse patterns
1 agreement accuracy 1 revise to change meaning

1 succinctness
1 mechanics
1 control of articles
1 conforming to conventions

Usage
11 coherence devices
9 word choice
5 transitions appropriate
5 combining sentences
4 connectors
3 wording

2 referential identity
1 use of hyperbole
1 stylistic devices
1 hooks
1 explaining terms
1 defining terms
1 comparative language
1 clarifying terms
1 asserting
1 anaphoric element

Abstract
8 coherence
4 cohesion
3 conveys tone
2 semantic link as

cohesive device
2 purpose
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2 paraphrase
2 audience
1 use of syntax to

influence meaning
1 synthesize
1 summarize
1 stating a rationale
1 signal members of group
1 polishing
1 fluency
1 conveys style
1 conveys perspective
1 conveys flavor

#
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3 anaJysis
2 argument
1 persuasive

1 essay formats
1 description
1 demonstration
1 analogy
1 advantage/disadvantage



AppendixG

Skills from Assessment Instruments

ORGANIZATION SKILLS
Rhetorical Form

05 ar.gument/support
01 illustration
01 analysis
01 essay format

Introduction
02 attention getter
01 narrow subject in introduction

Body
14 support of thesis
10 generalizations
06 ideas smoothly change

Conclusion
07 condusion format
01 restatement

Abstract

GLOBAL SKILL;S
Usage

21 clear expression of ideas
12 variety of vocabulary used
11 addresses prompt
05 ideas balanced w/support
01 varied transitions
01 thesis development routine
01 ideas balanced
01 ideas , conflicting ones

balanced
01 explores issues thoughtfully
01 demonstrates content

LOCAL SKILLS
Usage

11 ,pr:ecise vocabulary
10 transitions appropriate
09 complex structure
05 simple structure
02 vocabulary uniqueness
02 connectors
01 transitions routine
01 thesis statement

uniqueness
01 impressive structures
01 wording
01 cohesive devices

Rule.-based 10 unity
19 punctuation 09 fluency
18 spelling 05 voice Paragraph
15 sentence structure 05 succinctness 18 details used
12 capitalization 05 purpose 15 topic sentence supported
05 SV agreement 04 cohesion 11 .sequence logical
03 syntax accurate 04 audience 07 expand ideas
02 word order 03 synthesize 05 supporting sentences
02 references cited appropris 02 style 02 topic sentence
01 subordination 01 view point, alternatives used
01 edit 01 point of view
01 coordination 01 coherence

01 agreement of content and
sentence design

01 opens from focus
Concrete

22 grammar accuracy
17 organization
08 paragraphing appropriate
08 mechanics
04 variety of sentence structure
04 paragraph length
02 register used appropriately
02 outlining
01 revision
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AppendixH

Skills from Gurricula

Organization cont. ,.~ ,', ,;

Rhetorical Forms
10 causeleffect
09 compare/contrast
07 narration
07 description
07 argument/support
06 process
06 classification
05 persuasion
05 essay 'format
04 analysis
03 response essay
03 expository
03 definition essay
02 enumeration
02 critique
02 chronological order
01 prOblem-solving
01 listing
01 informative
01 exemplification
01 advantage/disadvantage

Conclusion
11 conclusion format
01 give closure
01 restatement

Introduction
11 introduction format
09 thesis statement
04 narrow B subject In intro.
01 attention getter

Global Skills cont.

Paragraph
16 topic sentence supported
06 topic sentence
06 sequence logical
05 examples
06 details
04 concluding sentences
04 expand ideas
02 facts

Local Skins
Rule-based

11 reference cited approprial Abstract
08 punctuation 09 summarize
06 spelling accurate 07 paraphrase
06 accurate sentence structL 07 audience
05 edit 06 purpose
05 capitalization 06 pre-writing
04 SV agreement 04 unity
02 word order 04 style
02 verb tenses 04 coherence
02 subordination 03 synthesize
02 parallel structures 03 fluency
02 coordination 03 cohesion
01 verbals 02 writes clearly
01 reporting verbs 02 voice
01 passive voice 02 clustering
01 articles 01 tone
01 modifiers 01 perspective

01 letter writing
01 freewritingUsage

12 transitions appropriate
D4 compound sentences Concrete
03 word usage accurate 07 organization
03 vocabulary 07 outlining
03 simple sentences 07 grammar accuracy
03 connectors 05 paragraphing appropriate
03 complex sentences 05 revision
02 cohesive devices 04 mechanics
01 wording 03 essay length
01 word repetition 02 variety of sentence structure~ Body
01 use of discourse markers 08 body developed
01 idioms appropriate Organization 08 support of thesis
01 handwriting
01 combining sentences

Global Skills
Usage

02 addresses prompt
01 variety of vocabulary
01 use of simile
01 use of academic support
01 routine content
02 integration of sources
01 knowledge transformatior
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Appendix I

SkiUs from Teachers

LOCAL SKILLS GLOBAL SKILLS
cont.

Rule-based Abstract
09 word order 10 fluency
D6 clauses 06 paraphrase
05 punctuation 05 unity
05 capitalization 05 substance
04 spelling 04 write clearly
04 references cited appropriat 04 expand ideas
03 verb tenses 04 coherence
03 modifiers 03 generating ideas
03 edit 02 style
02 phrases 02 purpose
02 indentation 02 freewriting
02 combining sentences 02 cohesive
01 write on Jines 01 voice
01 use of et ai, etc 01 simplicity
01 parts of speech 01 conciseness
01 no use of first person 01 audience
01 front of paper 01 appropriateness
01 fragments 01 academic expectations
01 articles

ORGANIZATION 'SKILLS cont.

Paragraph
09 topic sentence
08 support
04 sentence order logical
04 paragraph form
04 concluding sent.ence
03 explain
03 examples
02 description
01 sequence logical
01 evidence
01 details
01 anecdotes

Conclusion
06 gives closure
05 restatement
04 conclusion format
02 no new ideas

Usage
08 vocabulary
06 transitions appropriate
05 word choice
05 complex sentence
04 sentence structure
04 repetitions
04 hooks
03 simple sentence
03 compound sentence
03 complete sentence
02 idioms
02 high level transitions
01 wording
01 original thesis

Global Skills
Usage

04 integration of sources
03 plagiarism
03 content demonstrated
03 addresses prompt

Concrete
07 paragraph length
05 summarize
04 essay length
04 academic language
03 syntactic complexity
03 variety of structures
03 practice
06 grammar accuracy
03 outlining
02 revision
02 drafting
01 MLAIAPA format
01 paragraphing appropriate

Organization
Introduction

09 thesis statement
06 attention getter
05 narrow subject in intro.
04 introduce topic
03 background
01 no thesis thesis
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Rhetorical Forms
05 essay format
03 descriptive
03 compare/contrast
03 cause/effect
02 newspaper articles
02 letter forms
01 spatial
01 short stories
01 research paper
01 random
01 process
01 postcard
01 poetry
01 persuasive
01 narrative
01 expository
01 dialog
01 defense paper
01 classification
01 chronological
01 argumentative
01 argument



02 text responsible writing
02 practice Body
02 mechanics 06 support of hesis
01 variety of expression 01 multiple paragraphs
01 use of alternate arguments
01 journal writing
01 continuity of thought
01 concrete ideas
01 abstract ideas
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AppendixJ

Questions or Interviews

DEMOGRAPHICS

1. Name

2. name ofemployer

3. description ofschool

4. job or position

5. description ofjob duties

6. education/experience

• II

PREFACE
We are talking about L2 students who can not pass the TOEFL and are enrolled in

a multi-step intensive English program.

What is a writing skill to you?
.. IT

I explain my definition so that they know what fm referring to when I say skills.

Definition: The manipulation of text, whether of reading the text or writing the text, as

well as processes which take place in the writers mind in order to lead to the manipulation

of text are considered here as writing skills.

QUESTIONS

What writing skills are required by the curriculum at the institution where you teach?

Of these, which are the most important to you?

What skills are essential for false beginners?

If they ma"ter these skills before they advance, what other skills would you teach?

Of all the skills you've mentioned (read list), what skills must students have
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before they advance to the next level/the will fail without these skills?

What skills are essential for intermediate students

If they master these skills before the ,advance, what other skills auld you each?

Of all the skills you've mentioned (read list), what skills filust studen have

before they advance to the next level/they will fail without these skills?

What skills are essential for advanced students?

If they master these skills before they advance, what other skills would you teach?

Of all the skills you've mentioned (read list), what skills must students have

before they advance to the next level/they will fail without these skills?

Ifyou were going to rewrite or ehange your institution's writing curriculum, what are

three things which would be critical to include?

What abilities are absolutely essential for a student to master before entering a university

• oJ
or beginning university work?
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AppeQ.dix

Rating Sheet Given to Teachers to Weight Skill

Instructions: Rate the following skills accoTding to their importance overall for
good writers to possess in order to produce good writing. 5 = very important, 4 =

important, 3 = average, 2 = less important, 1 = somewhat important.

Local/Grammar Skills Global/Content GlobaUContent Skills Organization Skills
Skilts

Rule-based Abstract Usage Conclusion
clauses unity addresses prompt gives closure
punctuation substance demonstrates content restatement
capitalization coherence writes clearly conclusion format
spelling paraphrase
reference cited app. audience Organization Skills Rhetorical Forms
sentence structure purpose Introduction narration
word order fluency attention getter description
edit summarize narrows SUbject in intro. arguJsupport
modifiers cohesion introduce topic process
verb tenses style thesis 'Statement persuasion
coordination succinctness introduction format essay format
subordination synthesize chronological

Paragraph advantage/disad.
Usage Concrete expands ideas cause/effect

transitions appropo. grammar accuracy sequence logical compare/contrast
word choice organization concluding sentence definition
complex sentence outlining topic sentence
precise vocabulary paragraphing app. examples Body
vocabulary revision details used support of thesis
wording mechanics topic sentence support generalizations
connectors paragraph length supporting sents. body developed
coherence devices drafting
combining sents. variety of sent. struc.
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